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INTRODUCTION
Kent M. Keith, Director
Department of Planning and Economic Development
State of Hawai i
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to this seminar on
Conflict Resolution for Energy Siting and Land Use.
The purpose of today's seminar is to examine alternative methods for
resolving the differences of opinion and possible disputes which all too often
arise in our daily affairs, in our families, communities, businesses and
government.
Litigation, one method for resolving disputes, is often
counterproductive. I am sure we all can think of land use projects where the
parties involved were very quick to litigate their disputes. Battle lines
become drawn, positions become hardened, those affected become "opponents" and
"proponents," negat i ves are emphas ized, 1arge amounts of money are spent, and
often months and years of delay are involved. Results are often
unpredictable. Rather than working together towards a mutually desired end,
parties become winners and losers -- often remaining embittered. Afterwards,
cooperation is difficult -- not only did parties disagree on immediate issues
but they may find it increasingly difficult to deal with each other in
resolving future disputes.
The siting of energy facilities has given rise to several disputes
in recent years. As we all know, land in Hawaii is a limited resource.
Groups of citizens are often in disagreement as to how our land should be
used. All too often they seek to maximize special interests, rather than
trying to maximize total net benefits to all those affected by the dispute.
Geothermal development provides a case in point. In 1982, about six
years after our HGP-A experimental well discovered a viable geothermal
resource, a geotherma1 deve1oper app1ied for a permi t to exp lore and deve lop
geothermal power in the Kilauea Upper East Rift area. A dispute arose between
some members of the local community and the developer regarding the size and
siting of this energy project. The traditional methods of conflict resolution
have resulted in numerous administrative and court proceedings at considerable
cost and with a great deal of time and effort spent by concerned parties.
Today, four costly years after the dispute started, numerous court appeals are
still pending, no exploration has started, and those involved in the dispute
do not seem closer to resolving it. In short, a tremendous amount of human
and financial resources seem to have been expended, and the issue is still
undeci ded. Is there a better way to pursue our goals? Is there a way to
bring people together? It is my impression that those who have been called
opponents of geothermal development usually favor development if it proceeds
in a responsible manner. Also, the developers have shown their good faith and
flexibility by offering alternative development plans. Almost everyone agrees
that geothermal electricity and direct use applications offer many benefits to
Hawaii. There is much common ground here, yet progress seems so elusive.
This is only one example. Unfortunately, there are many more. The /
siting of H-Power, Honolulu's municipal-waste-to-energy project, was a problem
which took five years and much effort to resolve. The proposed OTEC plant at
Kahe Point, still faces some corrmunity resistance despite many environmental
studies and informational meetings. And there are other examples.
Our State government is deeply concerned with alleviating disputes
over energy siting and land use. This concern has been exemplified by our
Governor. Governor Ariyoshi has devoted considerable time and effort to
solving problems before positions have hardened to the point where litigation
begins. We are honored to have him here with us today, as our opening
speaker. Would you please join me in welcoming our Governor, the Honorable
George R. Ariyoshi.
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HAWAII'S NEED FOR ALTERNATIVES
The Honorable George R. Ariyoshi
Governor
State of Hawaii
Good morn i ng. I Imp1eased to have th i s opportun ity to speak on a
subject that is very important to me.
Let me begin by saying that I bel ieve there are some things in our
cOrTlllunity that should happen and some that shoul dn It. In terms of economi c
development, we're talking about doing things to strengthen our economic
base. There is a need to plan, to build our economic base, to create jobs.
But let me also suggest to you that while we must consider these needs, we
must also be sure that we don't destroy Hawaii. Hawaii is a very fragile
place; there are limits to what we can do, limits on the kinds of things that
can be accomplished in this community. Decisions on providing for economic
deve 1opment and preserving open space are very important to our future, we
must be sure that we make those decisions on a well-planned, well-thought-out
basis.
Having said that, it is my firm belief that those projects that we
fee1 are important to our commun ity, those projects that must be completed,
must be done expeditiously. They cannot be delayed. Projects that take four
or fi ve years to happen -- if they need to be done, there is no reason they
should be taking that much time. We must keep in mind the fact that if we
take a lot more time than we need to complete a project, its cost becomes
very, very high and the consumer ends up paying for it. It's not the
landowner, not the person who develops the energy project who bears the costs
of the delay -- it is the consumer, those who purchase a property, the
end-users of the 1and, the end-users of the energy. They are the ones who
will bear the additional costs resulting from delays. And so, it is essential
for us, once a decision is made and we have determined that a certain kind of
project is important, that the project move ahead expeditiously.
In our community, there are those who honestly feel that some
projects should not be implemented. I think we need to sit down and resolve
these differences so we can reach a consensus, some agreement, on what should
or should not take place in our community. There are some, on the other hand,
who feel that the way to block everything is to delay. They hope that a long
delay will result in such prohibitive and exorbitant costs that those who are
involved in the creation of the project will at some point say, III give up, II
and pullout. That is not an acceptable approach.
A project for resort development proposed for the small Island of
Molokai has been delayed for a long time because of the opposition of certain
cOrTlllunity groups. Very recently, I had a group of Molokai residents come to
see me. They wanted to have more economi c development and more jobs for
Molokai. They told me that the great majority of the people on Molokai wanted
more jobs, that many were on welfare. They wanted to work, they wanted to
bring home paychecks, they wanted to take care of their families, they wanted
to live with dignity, they wanted the little extras that a job provided that
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welfare did not. These were men and women who wanted to work. One fellow
told me that he had been unemployed for three years and this is the first time
that he has been unemployed for that long. He wanted to work so that he could
send his daughter back to college. She had been in college, but he had to ask
her to come home because there were no prospects of his getting a job right
away. He was making a plea for something to be done so that the people of
Molokai would have some jobs.
I looked at that development project and gave it a great deal of
thought. I decided that it was most important to bring the opposing parties
together to see whether they could resolve some of their differences. I asked
the Lt. Governor to be involved, and he has been meeting with them now for the
past week and a half, and will be having additional meetings this week. It is
my hope that he will be successful in his efforts.
This leads me to today's seminar. It is very important for our
people to find alternatives other than those which are now being used to
resolve conflict. We should be able to find a way in which we can decide
whether a project should be II go ll or II no gO.1I If it is II go ,1I we need to bring
the parties together and make it possible for these projects to proceed. In
the area of energy, we must find alternative sources of energy. If we don't
do this in the long run, and 1 1 m really talking about the long run, we will at
some point be without the finite energy resources that we now have. Hawai i
must play a leading role in finding renewable energy resources that will
provide cheap, efficient energy on a long-term basis. When I say II cheap,1I it
may not be immediately, but it will be at some point in the future and it will
be a reliable, dependable source that will be with us forever. We have to
look at all the resources that we have, and we have to fi nd ways in wh i ch we
can make it happen. I feel very strongly about the need for us to proceed
this way. For us to have projects that are delayed four or five years with no
end in sight is not acceptable. We need to find some way in which we can make
it possible for these things to happen.
So today's seminar, where all of you are trying to find a way to
bring about the resolution of some of the conflicts that exist, is a very
important effort. I commend you for your presence here; I hope that you wi 11
be able to come up with ideas that will make it possible for us to look at the
problems and for us to be able to resolve them in a little better way. There
have been all kinds of suggestions made -- mediation, arbitration, people
coming together and just having a great deal of dialogue. Whatever they may
be, it is very important for us to consider them.
Finally, in the existing process, if a dispute is not settled, it
ultimately ends up in court. I am totally dissatisfied with the current way
in which things are resolved in the courts. It is taking too long. There
are great delays. I think we must find a more expeditious way in which the
final decision will be made. It is my hope that you will give consideration
to all ways in which the judicial process can be speeded up, the ways in which
the judicial decisions can be made expeditiously, so that we can have a
decision one way or another. I do not bel ieve that it is to the benefit of
any of us that we end up paying much more than we should be for a project that
should be taking place or should have taken place more quickly.
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I know that you all have different points of view and different
ideas about how some of these things can be worked out. I think we need to
hear all of the ideas, lay them out on the table, review them, and narrow down
the alternatives to get some positive recommendations.
Thank you.
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RESOLVING PUBLIC RESOURCES DISPUTES: THE NATIONAL PICTURE
David L. O'Connor, Executive Director
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Mediation Service
Let me begin my remarks by citing an article well-known to
mediators, written in 1970 by Lon Fuller, a professor at the University of
Southern California, on liThe Form and Function of Mediation." He opens by
noting that mediators often proceed to make a point through indirection. With
stories and observations that appear unrelated to the topic at hand, they seem
to be able to help the truth find its way out.
One story I cannot overlook concerns a now famous mediation attempt
that occurred some years ago when the students in Iran had taken over the
American Embassy and held a large number of Americans hostage. The process
had gone on for quite a long time and you can remember the tremendous
frustration and paralysis that plagued our President and the whole nation
concerning that very troubling situation. There were many groups trying to
help the parties involved begin a dialogue with one another. Among them, most
credibly, perhaps, was the United Nations. Various overtures were made and
finally an opportunity developed whereby the Secretary General, Kurt Waldheim,
was given an invitation to visit Iran and to speak with President Khomeini and
the students to see what he could do to·understand their point of view and try
to work out a settlement of the dispute.
Upon his arr i val at the airport there were many news reporters and
media people asking him what he was planning to do, what he would say and so
forth. Since he did not speak Farsi, his response in English was, "I am here
to try to mediate a compromise." This sounds like a perfectly diplomatic and
careful thing to say, structured to put no one in a poor position or ill at
ease. Unfortunately, there are ways in which English terms, such as
"mediator" and "compromise, II when translated into Farsi, take on unintended
meanings. In fact, the way his remarks were rendered on national television
was "Il ve come to meddle in your affairs and cause you to lose your virginity."
As you can imagine that didn't go over very well, particularly with
the students and their supporters. When the Secretary General got into his
limousine and tried to drive across town, his car was stoned and he was unable
to get out. Eventually, he had to return to the airport and fly out of the
country. A promising opportunity for mediation was stopped right at the
outset. It strikes me one lesson in this is that someone from "out-of-town"
should be careful about the things he says. I wouldn't want you to think I
have come here to meddle in your affairs or to cause you to lose your
virginity.
Let me turn to another story about someone who landed in trouble by
traveling far and negotiating without much forethought. There was a fellow,
11m told, who had spent years as a counterfeiter in Virginia. He had a
terrific printing press and used to print five dollar bills by the batch. He
lived very well, but as he grew older, his technique and some of his attention
to detai 1 1apsed and all of a sudden he discovered one day that he had
produced a huge bag full of fifteen dollar bills. Well, he knew he wasnlt
going to be able to use those bills so he took the bag and dumped it in the
corner and got things back on 1ine. He rigged up the machinery, put in new
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ink, and off he went printing five dollar bills again, and all went fine. But
eventually, he grew older and tired and stopped printing bills.
One day he was about to leave on a fishing trip to the far reaches
of Maine, and found himself behind schedule and without enough money. He
thought, "What am I going to do here? The charge card is packed to the 1imit;
I don't have any five dollar bills. 11 m out of ink and the printing press
isn't really working." Then he had a bright idea. "1 1 11 take those fifteen
dollar bills. I ought to be able to pass those off in Maine. 1I So, off he
went and was travell ing through Maine and sure enough his car broke down.
There was a problem with the engine that he couldnlt figure out and so he
finally gave up and decided to start walking in hopes he could get help and
something to eat.
He walked and walked and finally came upon a little store off to the
side of the road. It was really a makeshift, ramshackle place but it did have
gas pumps so it gave him some hope that there might be help there for his
car. He went in and spoke to a fellow behind the counter who had sort of a
sleepy look about him. The counterfeiter said "I have a problem with my car
and I wonder if you could help me. 11 m in need of something to eat and I
could use some help with the motor and 11 m also a little short on money. I
just have a fifteen dollar bill here. Could you possibly give me some
change?" Well, the old storekeeper sort of shuffled around for a minute and
he looked in the cash register and thought about it. Finally, he looked up
and said, "Well, I think we might be able to do something for you here. How
would you like that change? Five threes or a seven and an eight?"
That story reminds us that it is easy to underestimate the people
that you're dealing with in negotiations, to underestimate their tenacity,
their insight, their cleverness and perhaps even the legitimacy of their point.
of view. It also strikes me that this story offers a warning to those of us
who wonder about the best way to negotiate. We wonder whether our approach to
negotiation ought to be to get the most we possibly can regardless of the
effect this has on the other side, or to pay attention to the quality of the
process and respect the integrity of those with whom we negotiate. The story
reminds me of the old adage: "what goes around, comes around"; that the way
we negot i ate encourages other peop1e to th i nk about the way they negotiate.
Eventually, our own approach may come back around and be visited upon us. So,
paying attention to how we negotiate, how we resolve conflicts, is an
important thing to do. In the end, it benefits everyone.
Those who have written about dispute resolution have shown how
infrequently litigation and arbitration are actually used to resolve
disputes. They find the vast majority of disputes are resolved primarily by
the people involved in those cases, through some form of negotiation with one
another. I as s ume th at all of you in your work negot i ate often and know a
great deal about negotiation. However, most of you, like me, probably grew up
developing your negotiation skills by trial and error and by inheriting
certain ideas and assumptions and myths from your parents, teachers and
mentors about how to negotiate.
Yet, in the 1ast five to ten years in the United States there has
been an explosion in research, thinking and new ideas about negotiation and
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dispute resolution. In a sense. many of the assumptions that we've all
inherited for decades are be i ng quest i oned and rethought and a new
understanding of them is under development.
One of the first questions about negotiation considered by these
researchers is. when should one negotiate? The response to this question is
largely determinecroy whether there is any better alternative. Those of you
who are familiar with the well-known book. "Getting to Yes." by Roger Fisher
and William Ury may recall those authors suggest that this question reveals
the true source of all negotiating power. What your alternative is -- the
degree of ease with which you can walk away from a negotiation and do better
in another forum or do equally as well at any given point in time -- that.
more than anything else. determines what your power is in the negotiation.
Because. presumably. if the other side is there and wants an agreement. and
you can walk away from it more easily than they can. they are going to need to
try to find some way to keep you there. So they emphasize that understanding
what your alternatives to negotiation are. as well as theirs. that's the most
important calculation to make in deciding whether to negotiate or not. The
authors suggest. quite wisely. that the most useful technique is to make your
alternatives to negotiation "operational" and to avoid fantasizing about
them. Rather than musing on how nice it might be to take a case to court. or
to find another job. we can most help ourselves if we truly investigate those
options. find out what kind of resources would be required. who would need to
be involved and whether we could actually implement that alternative. This is
the kind of analysis we so often fail to do either before or during a
negotiation. Yet. making my alternatives clear is going to be the thing which
best indicates in any given instance whether I should proceed with negotiation
and if. at any point in time. the offers and ideas that I am getting are
really ones I should accept.
There are a number of elements that people have suggested are
critical to making a negotiation successful. Here I want to draw on my own
experience. The first element is what is sometimes called the dependence of
parties on one another. In labor relations. union and management really
cannot make a living without coming to some accord with each other. That
tends to have an enormous impact on the negotiations that they carry out.
There is such a fundamental dependence on each other that those parties know
that it is very likely they will eventually reach an agreement. The
dependency is so great that they can tolerate a process of stak i ng out very
extreme positions and then progressing through the agonizing process of
marching down the spectrum toward the middle. It is a costly. tiresome. and
stressful process. but it illustrates the heavy dependency they have on one
another.
As you well know. this is not the sort of thing that is present in
energy and environmental conflicts. There. the relationship between the
parties is extremely tenuous. In fact. in many instances. they have never
negotiated with each other before. They fully expect they will never
negotiate with each other again. In fact. they see many reasons to avoid
negot i at i ng with each other here and now. The 1ack of interdependence among
the parties tends to make any negotiated process among them very. very fragile
-- that is. difficult to initiate. delicate to maintain and difficult to
conclude.
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Where there might be negotiations on an energy or land use conflict
the question to ask is: "Are these parties really dependent on one another;
must they somehow reconcile their differences with each other?" One common
way that dependency is created is through some form of administrative or legal
proceeding in which they are caught and cannot extricate themselves for
political, legal or other reasons. There are other ways in which parties may
become dependent on each other, but it's very important to look at how likely
they are to remain there.
Secondly, there needs to be a certain urgency about the conflict. I
have had occasion to serve as a mediator and -found that the parties had a
problem that they wanted to discuss but there was no urgency to arrive at a
solution. In this case parties may mistakenly and prematurally engage in
negotiations. That can lead to a very unfortunate set of misunderstandings
about what was agreed to and not agreed to and about how to modify agreements
as ci rcumstances change. Urgency concentrates energy and attent i on and gets
people to put their resources to work to dispose of the problem. It causes
them to make the kind of effort to understand each other that is so difficult
and isn't something that people are readily prone to do.
Let me turn from negotiation to mediation. What mediators do is
help parties negotiate with each other. It is possible to have negotiations
without a mediator, but it is impossible to have mediation without
negotiators. A mediator is available to assist parties in their negotiations
but does not have authority to make decisions or bind them in any way. An
arbitrator has that kind of power, but not a mediator. He is really there to
help the parties do a better job at their negotiating.
What does a mediator do? One of the important things a mediator
does is to help people understand that the other party's problem is their
own. It's very easy to assume that their problem is something they have to
solve; that they ought to come to the table with a solution to "their problem"
while it is limy problem" that is the real issue. A mediator will suggest that
devoting time and energy to solving "their" problem is the way you're going to
be really successful in negotiation.
Mediators help parties decide on the kind of offers and proposals
they will make. One of the most difficult things in negotiation is to know
whether you are being firm enough or clear enough or concrete enough in any
given offer, and at the same time, not to be so firm or so clear or so
concrete that it causes the other side to walk away from the table and assume
there is no alternative or compromise possible. A mediator can be a barometer
in that situation. You can tryout ideas, describe the sort of proposals that
you might put forward and get signals on the extent to which they would be
acceptable and useful to the other side, yet not overly generous.
You might think a mediator doesn't worry about parties being overly
generous, but that is not true. A mediator really has an investment in seeing
that any agreements reached work well over time. If people are overly
generous, later on they are going to be resentful and will try to rewrite or
undo the agreement they made. For th i s reason, a medi ator wants the parties
strike the right balance. This can be done by providing them with enough
clues and signals about what is happening on the other side, so that the
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proposals they offer are right on target. Finally, a mediator can help
parties decide to end negotiations -- whether what they're being asked to do
is really worth their while -- whether at the eleventh hour, when the last
best offer is on the table and they know that it has reached the point of take
it or leave it, they can help a party think through what their alternatives
really are. In a sense, a mediator can help parties avoid fantasizing either
about the offer they've been given or about what their alternatives are.
The United States has actually seen a significant amount of
experimentation and successful mediation of energy and environmental conflicts
over the last ten years. I want to highlight just a few of them for you
because they provi de a certa in concreteness to some of the th i ngs I I ve been
saying. Also, each of them in its own way illustrates some of the problems
and difficulties of doing this kind of thing. It is never a simple and easy
thing to negotiate a settlement of these kinds of disputes and never easy to
involve a mediator in them either.
First of all lid like to just mention one dispute that has to do
with the so-called Storm King Power Plant located on the Hudson River in New
York. This was a situation in which for seventeen years environmental groups
had battled with Consolidated Edison and other utilities over the question of
the construction and operation of nuclear power plants along the Hudson
River. A number of plants were in operation and many of the disputes at that
time revolved around the extent to which cooling towers would have to be
installed for these facilities. In addition, Consolidated Edison was watching
their energy demands grow. Feeling a need to plan for the future to increase
their capacity, they proposed to construct a pump-storage plant at Storm King
Mountain. This would be an enormous facility costing hundreds of millions of
doll ars and the proceedings on the siting of that facil ity had dragged on
interminably. Henry Luce, Chairman of the Board of Consolidated Edison, began
to feel increasingly that there had to be some better way, one which would
avoid increases in the cost of money and the cost of the project year in and
year out. He wanted to talk with the opposition to see if they could find
some way to accommodate each other.
He contacted Russ Train, then President of the World Wildlife Fund,
former Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and prior to
that a Federal Judge in New York State and an eminently respected
environmentalist. He called and said "Russ, can you give me any advice, any
suggestions as to how I might be able to sit down and talk with these
peop1e?" Train offered a few comments and suggest ions and Luce then got
around to his real point which was, "Would you organize a meeting, would you
chair a session, get us together with these environmental groups?" It was a
formidable undertaking to bring these groups together. There were three
different statewide environmental organizations, four other electric utility
companies who had a stake in the power plants in question, four public
agencies at the State and Federal level, all involved in the proceedings in
one way or another. So, we are talking about organizing a meeting that would
have involve sixteen or seventeen parties. In any case, Train did that and a
series of negotiations was commenced.
The environmental groups were very wary and yet Train's credibility
with those groups was such that when he suggested it might be in their
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interest to sit down and talk and that it would be a truly fair and open
process, they knew they were not going to be caught off guard. They agreed to
come to the table to begin discussions with Consolidated Edison. That led to
a process in negotiation that went on for a couple of years, but ultimately
encompassed a settlement of really extraordinary scope and depth in which the
Storm King Power Plant was cancelled, the environmental organizations agreed
to drop their opposition to the construction of cooling towers along the
Hudson River, and Consolidated Edison and the other electric utility companies
agreed to create a fund that would conduct research on the impact of cool ing
towers and other electric utility operations on the Hudson River fishery. The
impact on the fishery resource in that river and many other detailed technical
agreements about the way the cool ing towers would be operated, the screens
that would be used, the times of day that they would be operated and the
volume of water that would be needed in the river before they could operate in
order to protect the resource would also be studied.
It was a remarkable and an extremely successful settlement in the
estimation of all of the participants in that process. It received nationwide
publicity, though it wasn't the first time that environmental mediation had
been used.
In 1973, in the State of Washington, then Governor Dan Evans had
been frustrated by a longstanding battle between environmental organizations
and electric utility companies over the proposed construction of a very large
flood-control dam on the Snoqualmie River. Finally, in frustration, Evans
called in two persons, Gerald Cormick and Jane McCarthy, and asked them if
they would go on his behalf to each of the parties and suggest that they sit
down and negotiate with one another. Envi ronmenta1 interests in that case
actually had formed something of a coal ition with the farmers in the valley
below this proposed dam who felt very skeptical about its safety and their
ability to withstand any potential break in the dam. Environmentalists were
concerned about the enormous amount of acreage that would be flooded upstream
by the dam.
After a long and very arduous process of negotiation, and with
encouragement and continued pressure by the Governor, those parties were able
to reach an agreement on the flood-control dam that allowed it to be
constructed, that established a very elaborate early-warning system for
unexpectedly high flows in the river that might put stress on the dam and
other forms of protection for the farmers in the valley below. Inspired by
this success, Cormick and McCarthy went on to mediate other cases in other
states and Washington as well.
In 1976, I had the privilege of being involved as a mediator in a
dispute over the proposed conversion of a very large electric generating
station from oil to coal in Massachusetts. This facility, known as the
Brayton Point Station, had been burning oil for about ten years. With the
Arab oil embargo and the escalation in oil prices, the U.S. Department of
Energy and the state I s Offi ce of Energy Resources were very anx i ous to see
what they could do to cut dramatically the amount of oil consumed in New
England. This thousand megawatt power plant had the potential to make a
dramatic dent in the region's oil consumption. The issue was joined by the
passage of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act by the U.S.
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Congress in 1974, which gave the Department of Energy authority to order power
plants to convert from oil to coal, but not without approval from the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Governor of the State to provide
assurance that environmental standards would be met.
When I first encountered it, the dispute was over whether or not the
utility could be required to use a very expensive form of pollution control
equ i pment known as scrubbers. These are elaborate systems used to remove
sulfur from emissions. In this instance, it would have cost the util ity
something in the order of $180 million to build scrubbers for a power plant
which, when it had been constructed, cost only $90 million. The company
absolutely refused to pay twice the capital cost of the facility for a new and
untested pollution control system. "No way on earth will we do that. We will
spend as many years in court as we have to in order to avoid that outcome."
At the time, I was doing research in Boston on some of the problems
faced by utilities trying to convert to coal and it occurred to me that this
was a situation where the various parties might avoid being stuck in
litigation for a long period of time by talking to one another. I invited
them to come to our offices to meet and talk with one another. They shared a
common agreement that reduction of oil consumption would be in all their
interests and that, if there was any way it could be done without harming the
environment, they would all like to see it happen. Together they found that a
closer look at the research suggested that sulfur emissions, by themselves,
were not necessarily the thing which ought to most concern environmental
agencies. Rather, it was the fact that sulfur adheres to the particulate
matter that drifts through the air and then is inhaled by people that was
thought to be the most likely cause of emphysema and air-related health
problems. This insight made it possible to consider a different pollution
control strategy and to concentrate on a form of technology which was more
familiar and much less costly, a system known as electrostatic precipitators.
These are machines that give an electric charge to the particles as they come
through the smoke stack; they adhere to a p1ate of the oppos i te charge; a
hammer raps them and they fall down into a bucket. It's a very simple and
very basic form of technology and was one which, upon closer look, seemed like
it had a very real promise for this power plant.
It also became clear that the only way that the price of coal could
be stablized was for the company to invest in a permanent coal supply from a
particular mine and that, in turn, meant that the environmental standards to
which they would have to conform couldn't be changed on an annual or even on a
five-year basis. The company really needed some long-term commitment from the
State that those standards wouldn't change. That ultimately led to an
agreement to go the Legislature to seek a special waiver to allow the emission
limits applied to this facility to remain unchanged for ten years. This
provided the final breakthrough necessary for the parties to reach agreement
in this case.
In 1978, they signed an agreement to allow for the convers i on from
oil to coal. The outcome was extremely satisfying. Savings of two hundred
million barrels of oil a year, savings in energy costs to consumers, over
time, of billions of dollars, and a reduction in air pollution from the
facilities so that burning coal that was actually going to be cleaner than
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burning oil. This was the first case that I had ever worked on as a mediator
and I learned a great deal about how complex and difficult a process it is.
I want to turn now to a case which may have some simil arities to
those you're familiar with here in Hawaii. It involves a very long standing
dispute between fishing interests and oil companies over oil drilling
activities off the coast of California. The dispute concerns the impact of
the tailings from the oil drilling and the way in which they disperse or cause
potential harm to the fishery resource. This situation had gotten to a point
where fishing ships were attacking drilling rigs and seismic testing vessels
because of the fishermen's fury over the incursion on their fishing grounds.
It was leading to hostility and misunderstanding and paralysis to some degree
in the activities of both.
With the involvement of a mediator, the fishing industry and the oil
companies together with a number of companies that were involved in seismic
research of various kinds, began to negotiate with each other on ways in which
they might avoid conflicts. Over time, their negotiations allowed them to do
a number of things, one of which was to set up a communications office on the
mainland which monitored the movement of fishing vessels and oil company
vessels to make sure that they never entered the same lanes or traffic
patterns, keeping them from one another, getting involved in helping them to
schedule in advance their trips in such ways that they wouldn't encounter each
other. They could not always take the most convenient or quickest route, but
they began to be able to develop their programs in conjunction with each other
and in a sense avoid one another.
Also, they developed a scientific program of research on the impact
of oil testing and oil drilling activities on the fishery resource in order to
provide information to use in the future to manage these activities to sustain
the resource. Those negotiations actually are continuing even now and are of
such a magnitude that there isn't any single agreement which is going to bring
to an end the need for discussion among those two groups. But I think it is
again illustrative of the ways in which those interests which seem absolutely
pitted against one another can, with energy and effort, sit down to talk with
one another and find ways to work out their differences.
I would 1ike now to take note of all that has been happening with
environmental dispute resolution in the United States in the last ten years.
There has been a great deal of activity. Recently Gail Bingham at the
Conservation Foundation has collected information on this activity and has
published a book on it. She notes that in 1977, there were nine major
environmental conflicts settled through mediation; in 1979, there were
eighteen; and in the years following that, more and more disputes have been
mediated. By 1984, Ms. Bingham found that 160 disputes throughout the United
States in various environmental areas had been mediated.
She points out that these occurred in a wide variety of areas with
some involving more than one area. Among the 160, 86 were in the area of land
use conflicts; 33 were in the area of natural resource protection, such as
fisheries management, mining and timber production; 17 were in the area of
water resources management, water quality and water supply protection; 14 were
in the area of energy development and energy supply; 13 of them dealt with air
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quality impacts; 16 dealt with toxics. She also came up with some fairly
interesting information about who was involved in these cases.
On 1y 33 percent of the cases invo 1ved envi ronmenta1 advocates as
negotiators. Interestingly enough, business and industry groups were involved
as negotiators in only 33 percent of the cases also. The occasions when both
environmental groups and private industry negotiated with each other was only
18 percent of the total.
This undermines the stereotype that conflict and negotiation are
almost always going to be between a private environmental group and a private
developer. In fact, the truth seems to be that usually the group almost
always at the table is government in some form or other. In fact, in about 85
percent of these cases, federal, state or 1oca1 agenci es were involved. So,
frequently, there must have been negotiations between environmental groups and
government on the one hand or industry groups and government on the other.
Only rarely did you get the two private perspectives simultaneously at the
table.
Ms. Bingham notes, with sat i sfact ion, that of the cases where the
parties wanted to reach agreement, 78 percent were successful while 22 percent
were not. If better than three-quarters of the time these negotiations using
mediators were successful, it is encouraging news. It also suggests that
these were probably well-selected situations; that is, the mediation and the
negotiation that went on were probably appropriate techniques for the
particular disputes at hand.
What are the factors that are essential to agreement? Ms. Bingham
suggests that there are three or four basic factors to keep in mind. First of
all, as I was saying earlier, the parties have to have a real incentive to
settle. They have to have no obviously better alternative to negotiation.
Secondly, she observes that these negotiations were characterized by
discussions of what the parties' real interests were, by attempts to help each
other understand their mutual problems and points of view. She suggests this
approach has a much greater likelihood of resulting in success than situations
in which the negotiations are characterized by extreme and very rigid opening
demands.
Another interesting point Ms. Bingham makes is that in instances
where those at the negotiating table had the authority to implement the
agreement, and to make it work, agreement was reached in 85 percent of the
cases; not only was the likelihood of implementation increased, but the rate
of success was increased as well. This suggests that perhaps there may be
some difficulty in reaching agreement if the people at the table do not have
the authority to make commitments that they themselves can deliver on.
Finally, she suggests that it seems like intervention by a mediator
was avoided in negotations where it wasn't promising and increased the
likelihood of negotiation in instances where it was. Ms. Bingham puts
considerable emphasis on the fact that mediators discussed with both parties
very early in the case whether negotiation would be in their interest.
Mediators seem to affect the way parties come to the table and the way they
frame their opening positions and how they deal with each other thereafter.
That, I can assure you, was reassuring news for me!
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Her findings are especially instructive about the role of government
in these conflict resolution cases. It seems to me that when you're dealing
with major conflicts over energy and land use, agencies are mandated to be
involved in these cases to make sure that the decision-making that goes on
will meet certain minimal standards established by legislatures at the
national and state level. In the vast majority of cases, government is going
to be a party to the dispute in some form or other.
At the Massachusetts Mediation Service, we have tried to respond to
that by gearing our efforts primari ly toward government agencies. We have
tried to make ourselves available to them as a resource, to give them advice
and ideas about how to manage conflict. We have said to them that in
instances where mediators might be useful, we can provide a list of
mediators. But there is a vast array of disputing going on and we recognize
that only in a few very visible and very important instances is mediation
going to be the right answer. So we have geared our attention and efforts
very much toward public agencies, particularly at the state level, in order to
do what we can to increase the frequency and improve the qual ity of their
negotiations. Our hope is that they will be better negotiators, better
strategic thinkers about the negotiations they are in, and better at deciding
whether or not to negotiate. This we believe is going to have an impact in
the long run on how well public disputes are resolved.
My 1ast point concerns the kind of resources that you have at your
disposal here in Hawaii. It seems to me, that with the Department of Planning
and Economic Development co-sponsoring a conference such as this and beginning
to think about the ways in which negotiation and dispute resolution may be
useful, you are developing an awareness here that can be very valuable to
you. Beyond that there are other programs including the program in the
Judiciary that Peter Adler is involved with, and the Program on Conflict
Resolution at the University. These people have a repertoire of skills,
ideas, and strategies which may well reveal opportunities for you in some of
the disputes that you're involved in that you hadn't realized were available
to you. I suggest to you that right here in your own State, there are
opportunities to take advantage of these resources and to have local expertise
work with you in some of these cases to develop more effective, more skillful,
even more enjoyable experiences in negotiation than perhaps you have had to
date.
So often in negotiations, people worry about losing control; they
worry about bringing in a mediator because they fear that the mediator is
g01ng to take charge. As you work with people here in Hawaii, I think you
will find they are not interested in control, that the responsibility that you
have and the opportunity for success you have, they want to 1eave in your
hands. They are here to help you be better at what you are already doing and
to achieve goals that you have in mind.
With that, I want to thank you very much for the opportunity to have
been here and to say that I am very much looking forward to the remarks of
those who will follow me this morning. I think it will provide more insight
into the many opportunities here in Hawaii.
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PATTERNS OF RESOURCE DISPUTES IN HAWAII
Tom Dinell, Director
Program on Conflict Resolution
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Disputes over the use of resources basically arise
because what you are doing with the resource you own or control
or what you propose to do impacts me or will impact me in a way
that I believe is detrimental. The impact can be very direct.
You propose to locate a residential care facility in the house
next to me, and I believe that your doing so will provide me
with undesirable neighbors and lower the value of my property.
Or the impact can be somewhat more distant. You propose to
locate H-Power, a garbage-to-energy facility, in my community,
and I believe that the resulting stream of garbage trucks and
the probable air pollution are going to make my community a less
desirable place in which to live. Or the impact can be quite
distant, at least geographically. You may be constructing a
pipeline across Alaska, and I, even though a Hawaii resident,
think it important that the reindeer can continue to make
their winter migration.
Disputes over the use of resources may focus on the use
of land, as in the examples above, or they may involve other
resources such as geothermal energy or whales or the atmosphere
or minerals in the ocean. Disputes over resources may be site
specific, as in the examples I cited, or they may be about
public policies governing the use of resources, such as
environmental protection, or about administrative rules and
regulations, such as the drawing of water from an acquifer or
This paper is based in large part on the research
conducted by students working under the supervision of the
author in a Department of Urban and Regional Planning practicum
in spring 1985. The research is reported on in: Dan Guerrero,
Linda Kwitko, Pravit Leuchaikarm, Lelei Peau, Gazola Pirzada,
Kristi Rowe, Falatehan Siregar and Audrey Yoshii with Tom
Dinell, faculty participant, Land Use Dispute Resolution in
Hawaii: Expanding the Options. Honolulu, Hawaii: Planning
Practicum, Department of Urban and Regional Planning, University
of Hawaii, July 1985, 142 pp. Page citations in this paper are
to the above document. Some findings have been cited verbatim.
Others have been paraphrased. The page citations in this paper
are references to the basic document, Land Use Dispute
Resolution in Hawaii: Expanding the Options.
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"
stream. Today I am going to focus on resource disputes about
the use of land which are site specific, that is, disputes
concerning the use of specific parcels for particular purposes.
The practice of private ownership of land complicates
but is not the source of land use disputes. Hunting and
gathering tribes, which had no familiarity with the concept of
private ownership, disputed over the use of lands. These
disputes arise because land is limited, but the demand for it is
not.
When disputes arise over the use of land, they may be
settled in one of several arenas, depending on the nature of the
dispute. "Legislative bodies establish general land use
management policies including land use plans, mechanisms for
resolving conflicts, assignment of responsibilities to specific
agencies and general rules concerning property rights. They may
enter into site specific land use disputes when the government
is developer, an appropriation is required, public land is
involved, or the zoning of a particular parcel is the matter at
contention." (p. 9)
Administrative agencies are also involved in site
specific land use disputes, sometimes in determining by rules
and regulations how disputes shall be settled but also in
applying rules and regulations and the underlying statutory
policies on a case-by-case basis. (pp. 9-10) Administrative
agencies also get inyolved in such disputes because they are the
owners or managers or developers of land.
"Some site specific land use disputes end up in courti
where there is a tendency to narrow the focus of the dispute to
those issues which can be resolved based on written law and
legal precedent." (p. 11) Occasionally a site specific land
use dispute becomes the subject of an initiative or referendum
as in the Nukoli'i case. (pp. 95-99) There are also
traditional means for settling a dispute, such as ho'oponopono,
but they are seldom employed today to resolve site specific land
use disputes. (pp. 42-46 and 102)
Finally, in recent years, there has been an increasing
emphasis on the potential usefulness of mediation and
negotiation as ways of settling site specific land use
disputes. (pp. 13-20) These newer approaches are not likely to
replace the legislative, administrative and adjudicatory
processes, but rather they expand the options.
There are also a large number of site specific land use
disputes which never become formalized conflicts. They may
simply simmer, such as an ongoing battle between neighbors.
Some disputants may give up and either accept an existing
situation or move to a new location or change their ways of
living so that the offending use is not such a source of
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Let me report some of our more general findings first,
and then talk about the patterns, or distinguishing
characteristics, of specific disputes which we identified that
made them more amenable or less amenable to resolution through
relatively nonadversaria1 means.
Trying to analyze 90 odd cases and identify similarities
and differences was sometimes rather trying. Our cohort
included disputes as to whether a pig could be a pet or not, on
the one hand, and whether or not there would be a resort at
Nuko1i'i, on the other.
Such disputes are not resolved; they
And finally, some disputes, which are
resolved nor successfully managed, may
Actually, very few site specific land use disputes go to
court. "If the measure of effectiveness is cases which do not
go to court, then administrative agencies are effective in
dealing with land use disputes." (p. 101) Site specific land
use disputes constitute only a very small portion of the total
court calendar. While such cases take a long time to resolve,
since they are not considered a priority class of cases by the
court, they are not a source of overload for the judiciary.
The study focused on site specific land use disputes in
the judicial and administrative arenas. More specifically,
administrative agencies included in the study were limited to
the Department of Land and Natural Resources, the Department of
Land Utilization, the Land Use Commission and the Department of
Health. Only cases active during the period 1980 through 1984
were considered. Clearly, it would have been helpful to have
included the legislative arena and informal channels and a
longer period of time, but the limitation of resources precluded
doing so. Of an initial sort of 120 cases, 91 cases were
identified for analysis. About a third of these cases were
still ongoing at the time the report was published in summer
1985. (pp. 22-29)
My concern today is with expanding the options for
resolving site specific land use disputes. I believe there are
some opportunities for doing so at this time. The climate is
right. But at the same time, we need to know more about the
nature of the site specific land disputes which confront us.
Fortunately, a Department of Urban and Regional Planning
student practicum undertook a study in the spring of 1985,
designed in part to assess the characteristics of site specific
land disputes and the potential for introducing new options for
resolving such disputes. The client for the study was the
Program on Alternative Dispute Resolution, established by the
Hawaii State Judiciary "to explore, test and institutionalize
the use of mediation and arbitration as methods of settling
disputes outside the courts."
aggravation to them.
simply are managed.
neither successfully
break out in violence.
Only one of the administrative agencies that we included
in the study, namely the Department of Land Utilization,
encourages mediation or direct negotiation among disputants, and
this is done on a rather informal, ad hoc basis. (p. 101)
Traditional dispute resolution practices, such as the Samoan
"Fono" and Hawaiian "Ho'oponopono," playa very, very small role
in the resolution of site specific ~and use disputes. (p. 102)
There is a potential for utilizing aspects of ho'oponopono in
settling such disputes, as evidenced by the King's Landing Case
involving the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. (pp. 93-95)
In some site specific land use disputes government plays
a dual role. (See pp. 82-87.) It is both the developer and the
decision-maker or adjudicator, though these roles may be played
by different agencies or even levels of government. As
developer, the government plans, constructs and finances these
projects, securing any necessary permits along the way. As
decision-maker, the government determines that a particular
project is consistent with existing plans, is in the public
interest and receives the necessary approvals and permits.
Examples of site specific land use disputes in which the
government has played the dual role of developer and decision-
maker include H-3, BarberS Point Deep Draft Harbor, H-Power,
Hale Noha1u, Makua Beach, Sand Island and Kawainui Marsh. In
the Kawainui Marsh case, the government, even though the major
owner, was not seeking to develop the land in conventional
terms. Rather, it was a proponent for resource management and
an adjudicator with respect to appropriate land uses. In this
instance, unlike the other cases, the government used its
primacy to bring the stakeholders together to engage in joint
problem-solving and development of an agreed-to management plan.
When a site specific land dispute is
generally more emphasis on its
substantive aspects. (p. 101)
heard in court, there is
procedural rather than
Disputes that involve government as developer may occur
frequently, as the cases cited illustrate. Government, that is,
the legislative and executive branches, must make decisions
about its own development interests and the public interest.
These are not necessarily the same. Even when they are, other
factors may intervene. These disputes can easily become clouded,
continuing for many years. When government as developer
engenders disputes which government as decision-maker cannot
resolve, the disputes may end up in court, as has occurred with
H-3.
It was our conclusion that disputes involving government
as developer appear to be amenable to resolution through
negotiation and/or mediation. All that is required is for
government to commit itself to resolving such disputes using
less adversaria1 approaches. "Government as decision-maker can
decide that government as developer will work out potential
conflicts with host neighborhoods or communities prior to the
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initiation of the project. Given the long legislative and
judicial battles that occur when government is developer, there
appear to be real incentives for government to enter into
negotiation and/or mediation in an attempt to resolve such
disputes early on." (p. 89)
We identified something we called the funnel pattern.
(See pp. 65-69.) The further a dispute moves through the
resolution process, the narrower the range of issues that are
addressed. Substantive issues tend to be narrowed down to
procedural questions. "In the Nukoli'i case, issues of crime,
employment, racial tension, social justice, housing and the
future of Kauai were discussed at various times." (p. 65) As
the case moved into the courts, decisions focused on procedural
matters, such as the moment in the permit approval process when
rights become vested or the validity of the vote in the 1984
referendum. The West Beach controversy was taken to court on
the basis that the Land Use Commission had illegally restricted
Life of the Land from participating in the hearing process. The
Queen's Beach case is being decided on the question of whether
an area can legally be down-zoned, not whether resort
development is desirable in that area. Similarly, fundamental
issues concerning the desirability or undesirability of H-3 are
not the basis for the decisions being enunciated in this case.
We uncovered another set of characteristics which we
labeled the skip-over pattern. (See pp. 75-77.) In this
pattern, complex issues involving social and psychological
values are not addressed, leading to intense polarization and
entrenchment of parties in their positions. These disputes
often last many years. Even when a dispute is believed to have
been resolved, if all the critical factors have not been
considered, there is a tendency for a dispute to reappear in
another guise. In the Sand Island and Makua Beach cases, the
state acted to remove small settlements in order to create parks
open to the general public. In doing so, the question of
Hawaiian rights was skipped over. The immediate disputes were
resolved, but the basic issues remained. They simply were not
addressed. Some residents of the Waianae Coast have raised
questions about the potential impact of the West Beach
development on agricultural land, the shoreline, existing
lifestyles, and the cost of housing in the Waianae area in
presenting their case to the Land Use Commission. The extent to
which the Commission can or will take such broader issues of
development into consideration in making its decision is not
clear. The tendency is to skip over value-laden and complex
issues rather than address the underlying social and
psychological factors. Consequently, these disputes may reappear
in other arenas and are often prolonged for extended periods.
Our conclusion was that disputes which fall within the
funnel and skip-over patterns might be resolved through
negotiation and/or mediation if they were channeled into such a
process during the early stages of the dispute. (p. 88) Both
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mediation and negotiation provide an opportunity to raise a
variety of complex issues, discuss them, and perhaps deal with
them. This may also occur in the legislative arena. Similarly,
initiative and referendum permit such issues to be raised and
discussed, as the Nukoli'i and Redevco Shopping Center in Hilo
cases illustrate, though the nature of the voting process,
namely, up or down, tends to polarize the parties and prevent
joint problem-solving.
We also identified a pattern that we labeled the
organized community pattern, which in one sense, is a truism;
that is, the better organized or prepared a community is, the
more capable it is of either fighting or negotiating. (See pp.
58-65.) Illustrations of the organized community pattern
include Palolo Valley residents opposing the power line to be
installed in their valley by Hawaiian Electric, the opposition
of neighbors to the use of the Walker estate in Nuuanu for
commercial activities and the resistence to removal of the
Waikiki Natatorium. The well-organized community or interest
group is clearly in a position to achieve its goals in either an
adversarial or nonadversarial manner. In fact, the developer
who desires to enter into negotiation or mediation with a
community will find it easier to do so with a well-organized
community or interest group that can deliver its constituency
rather than with a poorly organized one that cannot. (p. 87)
We found that disputes which fall within the
development-presumed pattern are amenable to resolution through
negotiation and/or mediation if the agenda is limited to how the
project is to be developed and not if the project is to be
developed. (See pp. 77-80.) The developers of the Ronald
McDonald House were willing to enter into mediation once they
were assured that they had a right to develop the site they had
chosen in Manoa. Mediation focused on the conditions to be
placed on the permit, but not on alternative locations for the
House. The Duplex Case, involving a community mental health
facility in Pearl City, was similar. The Mental Health
Association, sponsor of the Duplex, was willing to use mediation
to gain some community acceptance, but was not willing to
discuss alternative sites. The Halekulani Sea Wall case and the
He'eia Kea Homes case, involving Hawaiian Electric, are
similar. The Halekulani developer was willing to negotiate a
settlement, assuming the pool and sea wall would remain. HECO
was willing to negotiate with community groups and residents as
long as the question was the nature of the development and not
whether there would be a development. These cases illustrate
how the presumption of development by the key stakeholders makes
negotiation and/or mediation of a site specific land use dispute
possible. Without such acceptance, resort to adversarial means
is not only likely but necessary. If development is
unacceptable under any conditions to those opposing a project,
then there is no room for negotiation, though, it should be
noted, people can change their minds over time about what is or
is not acceptable.
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Similarly, in disputes falling within the after-the-fact
pattern, all that is likely to be subject to negotiation or
mediation is how to mitigate the consequences or compensate for
what has occurred. (See pp. 72-74.) The after-the-fact
pattern is characterized by public opposition to a land use
decision only after it has been implemented. "The public may
become aware of a project or a violation of the law only after
it has been in existence for a period of time. For example, a
variance may have been issued, a building erected or a mural
painted on a wall." (p. 72)
Residents were not able to close down Hawaii's first
geothermal power plant, located near Pahoa, once it was in
operation. Attempts to mediate the dispute were only partially
successful. When the case went to court, the judge ruled that
the emissions from the well did not pose a hazard to health.
The outcome might have been somewhat different if concerns had
surfaced before the project was constructed. Manoa Finance
Company built some units that encroached onto the conservation
district. After-the-fact, a petition for reclassification was
approved and the developer fined. A community association took
Manoa Finance and the Land Use Commission to court. The appeal,
however, was dismissed, legitimizing the development that had
already taken place. In these and other similar cases, ".
the facility, improvement or project was already built, so the
issue became one of how to legitimize what had occurred or to
mitigate the impacts of the project. Courts in these instances
usually do not order a structure to be torn down. • • Had the
disputants been aware of the effects of the project before its
completion, questions could have been raised and perhaps settled
before the facility or project was built." (p. 74)
Negotiation and/or mediation may be more suitable than the
administrative or judicial processes for resolving disputes
about mitigation or compensation, once it is accepted by the
disputants that the improvements are to remain. (p. 88)
Disputes that require authoritative and binding
definitions are not amenable to resolution through negotiation
or mediation. We called this the definitional pattern. (See
pp. 69-71.) The Bishop Estate leasehold land case, Midkiff
versus Tom, raised the question of whether private property was
being taken for a public purpose or not. Such a question is
more amenable to settlement by an authoritative decision-maker,
namely the courts, than by other means. It is simply not the
kind of question that could be settled by negotiation. The Wave
and the Whaling Wall in Waikiki raise similar questions. Are
they art or billboards? What constitutes a dog kennel? "The
Cronin and the Dog Kennel dispute went from the administrative
level to the State Supreme Court, back to the administrative
agency and again to the court. The dispute centered on
conflicting definitions of dog kennels as an accessory use in a
residential zone." (p. 70) "Connie Chun's pet pig is a similar
case. The dispute, which also went all the way to the Supreme
Court, centered around whether or not a pig could be a pet."
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(p. 71) Disputes such as these, which require legally binding
definitions, are not easily amenable to nonjudicial resolution
processes. Such cases require an authoritative decision-maker
to define the meaning of terms, apply specific laws, interpret
constitutional provisions and/or set precedents.
The study on which I have reported today leads me to
several important though tentative conclusions. First of all,
each of the existing means for settling site specific land use
disputes has its limitations. None is well suited for the
settlement of all types of site specific land use disputes. The
adjudicatory process may be the best way when the issue is what
constitutes a dog kennel or whether or not a taking of property
for a particular purpose is constitutional. But the
adjudicatory process is not well-suited for dealing with
fundamental development issues such as the desirability of
resort development at Nukoli'i or West Beach or of an H-3
freeway across the Koolau mountains.
Secondly, the research to date suggests that there is a
need to anticipate and analyze incipient disputes. How to go
about resolving a dispute, or even avoiding having a dispute
become full-blown, depends to a good degree on the
characteristics of the dispute and the disposition of the
participants or stakeholders. If a developer is only willing to
discuss how a project should proceed, and its opponents are only
willing to discuss why the project should never be undertaken,
there is little room for the dialogue that is fundamental to
negotiation and mediation. Whether to proceed with constructing
a nuclear power plant at San Luis Obispo cannot be resolved
through negotiation among the stakeholders. If the question,
however, is what should be the nature of a particular
development, then there is room for discussion and dialogue.
Thirdly, there is a need for much more information
concerning the likely impacts of particular proposed
developments. This information needs to be developed in such a
way that both proponents and opponents of a project can accept
the data as trustworthy and believe that the right questions
have been raised and responded to. There is much to be said for
joint data development or fact-finding, even recognizing that
the disputants will interpret these data and weigh various
aspects quite differently. Perhaps if the disputants in the
Kahaualea Geothermal dispute or in H-Power had shared in the
process of data gathering and data evaluation, the disputes
would not have become as polarized and drawn out as they have.
What becomes important is the availability of information on
impacts and trust in how that information has been developed.
Fourthly, there is a need to establish procedures which
facilitate people coming together to settle or resolve disputes
which are likely to lend themselves to relatively nonadversarial
dispute resolution processes. We may want to employ a process
in site specific land use disputes akin to the newly-instituted
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court-annexed arbitration. We may want to provide a structured
opportunity for mediation or negotiation prior to the hearing of
a dispute by an administrative or quasi-judicial board. If we
do so, we will want to provide some incentives to assure that
such mediation or negotiation is undertaken with the serious
purpose of dispute resolution and not simply in order to comply
with some new procedural steps. Such procedures, however,
should probably be set up in a way that assures the right of
subsequent appeal as in court-annexed arbitration.
Fifthly, there is need for new and vibrant leadership in
approaching the settlement of site specific land use disputes.
We need to have developers, such as HECO, and community
participants, such as the Kahaluu Neighborhood Board and Hui
Malama, who are willing to sit down together and seek to
reconcile their differences. They may not succeed in reaching
agreement, but they are likely to narrow the areas of dispute
and to vastly increase their understanding of what is important
to others who have differing interests. The major candidate for
this leadership role is government itself. If government as
developer would look at the record -- H-3, the General Aviation
Airport, H-Power, Barbers Point Deep Draft Harbor, Hale Mohalu,
Makua Beach and Sand Island, on the one hand, and Kawainui
Marsh, on the other -- then perhaps government as decision-maker
would recognize that it has a major stake in seeking to work out
such developments in a less adversarial manner. Government, in
particular, has the resources to enlarge the development
package so as to provide compensating benefits to those who are
being adversely impacted by a public development. But most of
all, government as decision-maker is in a position to change the
manner in which government as developer approaches site specific
land use disputes.
The task of resolving conflicts has been with us for a
long, long time; it is a task central to the human condition.
What is happening today, given the nature of political, social
and economic changes, is that the old ways of resolving disputes
are not working as well as they once did. In Hawaii, the
oligarchy, for decades the primary societal decision-maker and
thus the primary adjudicator of disputes, is long gone. Its
successor, sometimes termed "government by consensus," is
passing from the scene. The future could well be marked by
major political and economic battles over the use of resources
which lead to increasing polarization and further
marginalization of groups in our society.
The
attitudes
in which
begin to
people to
another's
providing
problems.
alternative is the emergence of a new set of
about the nature and function of disputes and the ways
they can be managed, transformed and resolved. We may
conceive of disputes as providing opportunities for
come together and increase their understanding of one
interests. We may begin to perceive of disputes as
opportunities for creating new solutions to old
We may begin to approach disputes as a means of
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providing opportunities to establish new relationships among
disputants that will lead to a better future.
The research which I have reported on today does not
imply that utopia is just around the corner. What it does
suggest, however, is that by understanding the characteristics
of disputes and the processes that are employed in resolving
them, we can begin not only to expand the options for settling
disputes, but also do a much better job than at present of
matching particular approaches to dispute resolution to
resolving specific types of disputes.
There is much to be learned about disputing and conflict
resolution. The report on Land Use Dispute Resolution in
Hawaii: Expanding the Options only scratches the surface. We
need to know much more about the characteristics of specific
disputes, about the impact of particular resolution processes on
the attitudes and behavior of disputants, about who benefits
from less adversarial approaches to dispute resolution and who
benefits from the more adversarial approaches, and about
institutionalizing new options for settling disputes. These
questions, among others, are central concerns of the new Hewlett
Foundation-funded Program on Conflict Resolution at the
University of Hawaii. One of the projects of that Program,
jointly sponsored by the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute and the
Department of Planning and Economic Development, is specifically
addressing disputes as they relate to the development of
alternative energy.
But the learning endeavor is in no way the sole
possession of a research program at the University. Rather, it
is one which involves all of us. First of all, we can begin to
analyze dispute characteristics and resolution processes so as
to do a better job of matching disputes and the processes by
which they are resolved. Secondly, we can expand the
opportunities for resolving disputes in a less adversarial
manner than at present. Thirdly, we can broaden the basis for
participation in resolving disputes over resources and
simultaneously change the nature of that participation. There
will continue to be disputes over the use of Hawaii's limited
resources. This is inevitable, given the different values we
hold. What we can do, however, is to create a new and affirming
climate in Hawaii for resolving resource disputes.
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RESPONSE PANEL
Moderator, Peter Adler, Director
Program on Alternative Dispute Resolution
State Judiciary
INTRODUCTION by Or. Peter Adler
As you already learned this morning, mediators don't impose
deci s ions when they go around doing their work. Instead what they do is try
to help people communicate and negotiate. And I think that's given rise to
what I believe is the first real mediator joke that I've every heard. It goes
like this. It seems that there was a mathematician, a statistician and a
mediator and they were all standing around and talking about how much is two
plus two. And the mathematician said that he'd been studying the matter and
that he bel ieved the answer could not precisely be determined with the best
available mathematical theories and knowledge. The statistician said that
he'd been studyi ng th isal so and that he thought there was a 95 percent
probability that the answer lay some place between three and five. The two of
them turned to the mediator and the mediator took them off into separate rooms
and said, "Well now, tell me, how much would you like it to be?"
It is my pleasure to introduce a panel to you that consists of
Mrs. JoAnn Yuk i mura, Mr. Kenneth Kupchak, Mr. Hi deto Kono, Mr. John Whalen,
Mr. Arden Henderson, Mr. George St. John, Mr. David Matteson, and Or. John
Knox.
Mrs. JoAnn Yukimura is an elected member of the Kauai County
Council. She is a trained attorney and holds degrees in psychology and law
from Stanford and the University of Washington. She has been extraordinarily
active in community and environmental affairs. In addition to being a mayoral
candidate twice, she has helped launch a number of citizen organizations
including the Niu Malu Nawiliwili Tenants Association, Save Nukoli'i Committee
and the organization called Stop Hi-Rises on Kauai.
Mr. Kenneth Kupchak is a Director and Officer in the law firm of
Damon, Key, Char & Bocken; he has also been extremely active in environmental
and land use affairs and is a member of the Hawaii Coastal Zone Management
Statewi de Advisory Committee and the Kawainui Techni ca1 and Pol icy Advi sory
Committee. In addition to being a well respected attorney in Honolulu, he is
also a trained scientist with a degree in meteorology.
Mr. Hideto Kono is a Commissioner on the State of Hawaii Public
Utilities Commission and in January of this year was appointed PUC Chairman.
Mr. Kono has a long and distinguished career in public service. He has been
Director of the State Department of Planning and Economic Development,
Director of the Hawaii Visitors Bureau, Chairman of the State Tax Review
Commission and President/Director of Castle and Cooke East-Asia Limited. Mr.
Kono also played key roles in the Territorial and State Civil Service
Commission and in the formation of the East-West Center.
Mr. John Wha 1en is Di rector of Land Ut i1 i zat i on for the City and
County of Honolulu. He has worked as an Urban Planner in Latin America, on
the Ma i n1and and in Hawa i i. He was a sen i or assoc i ate with the 1andscape
architecture and planning firm of E.D.A.W. He has graduate degrees in Urban
Planning and Public Law and Government.
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Mr. Arden Henderson has agreed to substitute for Mr. Rod Moss this
morning. He is President and Director of the Maui Electric Company, Ltd. He
holds degrees in Engineering, and Business and Management from the
Universities of Oaklahoma and Hawaii and has held a number of professional
appointments with the Bonneville Power Administration and the Aluminum Can
Company of America. He is active in civic and conrnunity affairs on Maui and
is incoming President of the Maui United Way Board of Directors.
Mr. George St. John is President of Amfac Energy, Incorporated, the
energy arm of Amfac. He is the Principal of the Puna Geothermal Venture on
the Island of Hawaii and the City and County of Honolulu's H-Power project
which was awarded to Amfac in July 1985. Mr. St. John is an electrical
engineer by training.
Mr. David Matteson is Public Issue Specialist and Account Executive
with Conrnunications Pacific, the State's largest public relations firm. He is
a trained mediator and facilitator and was formerly Director of the
Neighborhood Justice Center1s Conflict Management program which specializes in
resolving development disputes. Mr. Matteson holds graduate degrees in Urban
Planning, Public Health and Secondary Education and has mediated disputes over
the Hanalei Bridge, the Ronald McDonald House, and the Duplex facility in
Pearl City.
Finally, Dr. John Knox is President of Conrnunity Resources
Incorporated, a private consulting firm speci al izing 1n soci al impact
assessment, public opinion research and social program design. He holds a
Ph.D. in Psychology from the University of Hawaii and has been both a
newspaper and radio journal ist. Dr. Knox has been involved in a number of
development projects including the Village Park Expansion Program in Waipahu,
the Kahe Point OTEC project and the Kuilima Community Interaction Process.
On behalf of the OPED, the Judiciary and the University, I want to
thank all of our panelists for being with us today.
My job here is to try and pose a few questions to the panel to
stimulate some discussion and some responses to the talks by Mr. O'Connor and
by Dr. Dinell. In a little while, after we've gone through a bit of
questioning, I'm going to ask David O' Connor and Tom Dinell to join us and
open the panel to some questions, answers and comments by all of you.
Let me begin at the beginning. We have a tremendous list of who's
who in land use and energy disputes and you've heard about some of them this
morning. You've heard mention of Nukoli'i, Barbers Point, West Beach
Development, the proposed Queen's Beach projects, H-Power and so on. Let me
ask Mrs. Yuk i mura and Mr. Kupchak: You are both veterans of some very tough
and comp1i cated pub1i c controvers ies • Where do these kinds of problems come
from and is there something inherent in Hawaii's political and social setting
that requires us to have these long disputes?
Mrs~· ·JoAnn· ·Yuki·mura: Speaking from my experience with Nukoli'i and
with the Tenants Association of the Kilauea Farmers and the Ohana of
0' Maha1opu • I' ve been in government for a wh il e 7 so I shou1d say that I may
not be the best citizen representative because I nave one foot in government.
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LBut as I recall my earl i er days, the problem and in fact the reason why I
finally decided to run for office, was that citizens were cut out of the
decision-making process. They could go to pub1 ic hearings and speak their
pos it ions and even offer all sorts of data and documentat i on but that seemed
to be form only and something that did not seem to have any impact on the
decision-making process itself. And so I feel that that's where the citizen
uproar and anger comes from.
Mr;- i(~neth -I(upchak: That's a tough question. When I first came
out here, one of the things that struck me as different from what I was used
to, was the fact that we had only a two-tier system of government. With the
second tier be i ng the County 1eve1, peop1e in many areas around the count i es
fee 1 somewhat unrepresented; government as a whole seems too bi g. They drop
out of the process or the process does not absorb them in such a meaningful
way that they feel that they have an impact on the system. Oahu, some years
ago, went to the Neighborhood Board System in an effort to overcome some of
the alienation that some of the people in the cOJllTlunity felt. I think it is
necessary to make every member of the cOJllTlunity feel that he or she has an
active part in the government. They don't trust some of the systems unless
they are. Therefore, they come up with their own groups; they have to
advocate through the media and the courts to get the attention of the decision
makers. It's like getting the 2x4 to hit the jackass on the head to get his
attention, to get moving, if you remember the old joke about the donkey. I
think the primary reason is that you want to be 1istened to. The mediation
process we have been talking about today may provide the alternative to that.
Dr; -Peter-Adler: Let me shift. Mr. St. John and Mr. Henderson, you
both in a sense are here representing elements of private industry today. Do
you view these conflicts as inevitable and could you tell us a little bit
about what you do to prepare at the front end of a development project and how
successful are those efforts?
Mr~- -Arden- -Henderson: The area that I deal with as a utility
representative is a 1ittle off of what Rod Moss would have spoken of but I
think it applies along the same line. The conflicts that we see, particularly
on Maui, really do concern us and address the question that you directed to
me. Because we are a growing island, we have an airport that is overcrowded
and for lack of resolution of what the safety, health, and crowding aspects
would be some years ago, we were forced into a situation where the airport is
expanding. It had no choice. But it is expanding in a way that I think all
the people involved in the conflict situation would not best be satisfied.
The problem has to be solved. And I think that's what we're facing all too
often and I think this is a result of a lot of the kind of delays addressed by
Kent Keith and by Governor Ariyoshi. I think we really need to look at what
was being said this morning in David O'Connor's remarks. The conflict
resolution is at the wrong end. By the time it got to solving the problem of
the Hudson River project, by the time it got to the point in solving the
prob1em of coal convers i on, the money had already been spent. It was too
1ate. And in the case of many of our projects on Maui having to do with
wind-generation siting, geothermal exploration, the airport, landfill sites,
the water quality situation, these need to be solved at the front end. What I
would 1ike to see consideration given to, and I think Tom Dinell did address
this for Hawaii, is that it needs to be at the front end. We need to address
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what the problems are, try to get people together in agreements to form some
consensus so that we agree how a project should be done, not if it should be
done. This should be done at the front end. --
Mr~ - -George - St.- - John: I am trying to respond, I think, to two
questions. One ;s what do we do to prepare for conflicts and the other is are
the conflicts inevitable? I don't think the conflicts are inevitable, but I
think disagreements are inevitable. The projects that live been most closely
assoc i ated with have for the most part been very 1arge and they I ve been
designed to serve a large portion of the community. But, as it was pointed
out this morning, they have to go in a very specific place. Any individual is
apprehensive about having a major facility located in his neighborhood.
That's only natural and only to be expected. What we do to prepare, what we
do now versus what we might have done in the past, hopefully are different.
I'm certainly not prepared to say we have answers. I've certainly learned in
the projects I worked on.
The individuals that are concerned are genuinely concerned. Many
times they are genuinely frightened. Sometimes people do have other agendas.
But the fellow who has a home, who has a family he's worried about, can become
truly alarmed about the project's having some rather dramatic and negative
impact. And it's difficult sometimes for him to obtain information. I think
that's where the advocates of the project have a very large responsibility to
do a good job of communicating. That point was made this morning and what we
are trying to do now is to disseminate information. It's sometimes difficult
to have people believe you if you are a developer. It's a natural thing for
the person who is suspicious or skeptical to believe that you are selling only
one side of the story. We always try to be as factual as we can, but the
person doesn't necessarily know that. So you need a way to communicate to
them what the real impacts are so that they can understand. For instance in
Waipahu, when we were talking about locating H-Power there, there was a
concern about the traffic. It was somewhat overlooked that there is already
an incinerator in Waipahu and a fair amount of traffic went to that
incinerator and still does to this day and will continue even with H-Power.
If H-Power had been located in the community as originally planned, the
traffic to the incinerator would have decreased over the streets that were of
concern. It's a detail but a very important detail to those people who live
there. So what would we do differently? I think we would try as much as we
possibly can to get the information directly to the people who are concerned.
Are conflicts "nevitable? There's going to be a difference in
opinion because we are trying to serve a large segment of the community. For
an airport, a power plant, a resource recovery facility, most of us don't want
those kinds of facilities near our homes. So our own personal interest is not
the same as the overall community's interest. We all recognize, speaking from
a community perspective, that most of these facilities are needed. But from
our own personal perspective, we all recognize that we'd much rather have our
own large backyard. So I think that there will be a difference in opinion on
whether or not we can avoid the conflicts. I certainly hope so because I can
tell you they're extremely expensive. Whether they are inevitable or not, I
just don't know.
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Or~ - -Peter - Adler: Thank you. Mr. Whalen and Mr. Kono, you both
represent important government agencies that administer or regul ate various
kind of matters. Certainly one of the roles of government in the generic
sense is to help resolve disputes. As you survey the present landscape of the
kinds of issues we've been talking about here today, what kinds of disputes or
conflicts or issues seem to be getting handled effectively and which ones
don't?
Mr ~ - Hi-deto- -Kono: You not ice Peter Adl er put the government types
between the environmentalists and the developers. And you also notice where
the mediators are; they're in the left field: They have been that way.
Hopefully, they will get more into the center and help us resolve some of the
problems. 1 1 m sure that it's presumptuous on the part of Mr. Whalen and me to
represent government perspective because as you know we have at 1east three
levels of government and three branches of government in Hawaii. But, we are
faced with making decisions. That's the nature of government. Whenever the
environmentalist and the developer get together there are going to be multiple
issues and we have to make those decisions. As others have pointed out
earlier, when the issues are abstract, generally we can resolve those
problems. But if they are site-specific issues that involve one person's
backyard, or those that involve a lot of money, we have a hard time making
decisions because if we make those decisions without following the legislative
procedures, or what the court believes are steps that have to be taken, pretty
soon in the litigious society that we have, individuals will bring us to court
and delay the process. Certainly it's desirable that we help find a position
that is acceptable to the bodies involved but that's not very practical or
realistic. Hopefully, we as members of society realize that we're all in the
same canoe. Therefore, we compromise and allow certain things to occur even
though we don't particularly like them, so that the entire society is
benefited and by that way, with that strong motivation, we are able find some
sort of a solution.
Mr~- ·~hn ·Whalen: The Department of Land Utilization is often an
arena for some very heated disputes, often affecting people very directly.
Proposals for uses in residential neighborhoods, for example, often become
very controversial because they affect people so directly and at close range.
I'd say that some of the more difficult cases or the ones where the debate
gets more acrimonious and people get very emotional, are cases of projects
where people suddenly become aware the proposal exists. It seems to have come
out of nowhere. Often that's not the case but suddenly people become aware of
it, usually through a public hearing notice. The lac~ of information or the
1ack of awareness of the project itself becomes a point of contention and
people feel that they hadn't been properly informed. I think some of the
opposition might actually be assuaged if people had felt that they were a part
of or at least had information about meetings early on. In other cases, a
project proposal may have been around for quite sometime but had gone through
other arenas or other types of procedures. Maybe it was more abstract at an
earlier stage and people seemed not to have been following the proposal as it
developed.
I'm not sure what the solution to that is. However, it seems that
one of the inherent problems that we face now that seems to lead more to
litigation these days is our multiple permit system which has been an
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increasing trend over the last decade or so. This tends to compartmentalize
issues and the parties involved in disputes or potential disputes. It also
diffuses those issues. As a result, with all the multiple permit processes
there seem to be, that by the time dispute goes to litigation the arguments
center around procedural questions and definitions. I wouldn't say the
substantive issues are lost completely, often they are subrosa, but they're
not right there being discussed in court. This focus on procedural issues
tends to lengthen the permit or the approval process even further because the
court's decisions require greater notification. So it becomes a vicious
cycle. Often we find also when there's a protracted decision process with one
sequential process after another, positions often get hardened over time
between the various parties involved; the range of feasible alternatives for
the developer become narrowed as time goes on. Often there's more flexibility
at the beginning but later the options narrow because of economics.
Dr.'" Peter" ,Adler: Let's jump now to the practitioners.
Mr. Matteson, Dr. Knox. From your point of view, why aren't more people
availing themselves of mediation. If this process is so good, why aren't more
people using it?
Mr~' David, Mattes'Ofl: I think there are a number of reasons. First,
it appears to be a novel approach for many people. It's unfamiliar to them;
they have a lot of investment in doing things in tried and true ways. But I
might interject here the concept that a lot of people have a tool bag that
they carry around with them and the only tool that they have in that tool box
is a hammer. In that case, it makes everything in the world look like a
nail. This is sort of standard human nature; we believe that a certain
approach should work and continue to pound away at that approach in spite of
apparent unsuccessful attempts. Perhaps it worked once and there's that sort
of intermittent reinforcement approach. I think people don't avail themselves
of mediation yet because they don't know what it's all about and they are
clinging to old habits in some ways. I also think that presently in Hawaii,
at least, there is not a lot of visibility for the work that has been done.
The conflict management program with the Neighborhood Justice Center
started almost five years ago. It mediated over 60 cases, eight or nine of
those rather major cases, with a fair amount of success and yet there has not
been a lot of visibility about the achievements that have been made in that
area. There have been a number of events that have taken place, particularly
those sponsored by OPED, where an agency has brought in neutral and impartial
facilitators to run meetings. Not the least of these was a recent one that
Kent Keith brought about several weeks ago based on the question of siting the
convention center. OPED took a very active leadership role to try and apply a
new way of doing business to an issue that is very early in its evolution.
I think another reason that people don't avail themselves more often
of mediation or negotiation is because they are confused. There is not a lot
of basic theory that we can draw on; there are not a lot of case studies that
you can look at and get anecdota1 ins i ghts • I th ink negot i at ion, as was
pointed out earlier, is not universally applicable. There are certain
conditions under which negotiation is appropriate; there are a certain
conditions under which mediation is appropriate; there are certain conditions
under which the court process is appropriate. Although I think we are
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beginning to have some pretty good insights into situations where various
techniques or strategies are best applied, we still don't have any hard and
fast rules. The landscape shifts constantly and particularly in public policy
disputes. There is, I think, a natural history to these that is rather
predictable. We don't have a lot of good data to rely on, to draw a model of
what a public issue looks like over time, but we do know that interests change
over time, the parties change, and positions change as new information becomes
available. At various points along the way, you may want to be applying
different techniques, and how do you know who you're playing with if parties
keep changing, and how do you know what the right technique is if the
landscape keeps shifting? So there's a certain sense of, "I don't want to get
involved in that because it's just too unpredictable." But I think that the
advantage in continually looking to apply some of these ideas is that you are
then trying to continually maximize your opportunities at any given moment.
There is a tendency to try and reduce a complex situation to familiar patterns
and there is a real danger in reducing a complex situation to a pattern too
early. People will then take a position; they'll decide this is the strategy
we need to play with and they'll hold on to that for dear life because that's
the only thing that's predictable, because they said, "We made this decision
and we're going to stick to it." That's when you begin to see people get
highly positional.
Dr~· ·John· Kno-x: The City Council conmissioned the study on the
social impact management system which, as originally conceived, was to provide
incentives for both conmunities and developers to get together early in the
process to head off conflicts. For whatever reasons, it was not ultimately
implemented. I think another reason ·that negotiation or mediation has not
been often tried in Hawaii is the question of incentive. I notice that
especially the citizen groups an·d developers who are getting more and more
interested in negotiation are people who have had experience in conflicts, who
have had their heads bloodied. In Tom Dinell's practicum report there was an
interesting sentence, lilts unlikely that you're going to have people
interested in getting into mediation or negotiation if they believe they are
involved in an epic heroic struggle, a good versus evil." That sort of
mentality I have encountered on both sides of the fence and it's usually early
in the process, when people are having their first experience in getting in
there. They don't know the other side. They are able to characterize the
other side as irresponsible while they are on the side of the angels. The
longer they are in, the more they real i ze that it's not that simple and they
begin to look for another way. Possibly a third reason has to do, as John
Whalen mentioned, with the many layers of permits and many layers of planning
that exist. At the moment I think it would be very valuable if we began to
give some thought on how to tie the type of negotiation and the objectives of
negotiation to the level of planning that we're talking about. For example,
when we're deal i ng with the General Pl an change on Oahu and the Development
Plan change, that's a general level of planning decision. One of the problems
is that we get into a set of negotiations and we may end up trying to nail
down every single detail. We've got to come up with tiered system, just as
our permits are tiered. They began at a very general level and get down to a
very specific level into zoning. We've got to come up with systems which
match the level of decision-making.
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Dr~·Peter-Adler: JoAnn, did you want to add something?
Mrs~·JoAnn- Vukimura: From a citizen's viewpoint, I think the reason
why mediation isn't used very often in Hawaii is that citizens don't know it's
available for one thing, and sometimes it isn't actually available. I'm
thinking of the case of Nukoli'i. This has to do with government and its
potential for promoting mediation and its use. One of the problems in
Nukoli'i was that government was not viewed as an impartial decision-maker.
It really looked to citizens as if there was collusion involved between
government and the developer. Just look at the sequence of events. Citizens
appeared in full force at the General Pl an hearings and then at the zoning
hearings. Before the zoning decision was made, there was a general election;
it was a big campaign issue and four Council people were elected who stood for
no development at Nuko1i ' i. And three months after the elect i on, the zon i ng
was passed with a majority of four out of seven Counci 1 members for a resort
at Nuko 1i ' i. Then the cit i zens cha11 enged the Shore1i ne Management permit;
went to court on it; and got the developers on their illegal sewage treatment
plans. I mean, it's just a series of events that made citizens think that,
IIThere's something going on here. 1I Not to mention the building permit which
was issued the day before the initiative and referendum. And so ••. it would
have taken a lot for government to look like an impartial decision-maker or at
least be willing to mediate and it didn't seem like it was in that case. I
want to say that I&R (initiative and referendum) has been touted as one way
decisions are made. It's a terrible way, in my opinion, to make a decision.
But in the case of Nukoli'i, from the citizens' perspective, it was the only
resort -- it was the last resort. We had nothing else. We had tried
everything -- the democratic process of elections, all the public hearings and
administrative reviews -- and nothing seemed to work. That's why citizens
went to I&R. Of course as was demonstrated later, it's a double-edge sword
when you have lots of money that can handle the publicity and so forth. But
either citizens don't know mediation is available, or they don't know how to
use it. It's a very unfamiliar tool and so people don't know what it actually
involves and they don't know how they wi 11 benefit. I think there are a lot
of misconceptions that it will involve a lot of compromise and sellout. I
think there is a lot of room for education from the citizens' viewpoint on how
it could really help on both sides.
Mr~· -Kenneth -Kupchak: I want to reinforce a number of things that
have been stated. The public interest groups and citizens' groups generally
do not want to litigate. It's a last resort alternative. It's very costly.
I spent three years on the Kawainui situation, I'm in my fourth year on
geothermal and Boyce Brown has obviously made a lifetime out of H-3. We don't
get paid for this •.•most of us would rather do other things like spending more
time with our families. All of the people that usually support these
activities are volunteers. Most often, the only thing that these people want
is for the decision-maker to listen to them with undivided attention and to
explain the results in a manner that's understandable especially if the
results are contrary to what the citizens want. We want to know why the
decision was made and why our positions were not acceptable. I assume in most
cases there are reasons, but when the results are not explained or not
1i stened to, we don I t trust the process. We need to have tbe rul es of the
games spelled out in advance. I agree that I'd like to have front-end
resolution on most of these items but this requires an effective advance
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notice system. With respect to Kawainui t under Mr. Kono's leadershiPt we put
together a task force at the State level. We involved all of the parties and
I think came out with a very good plan. We had people from the communitYt we
had the environmental groupst we had industry and we had the Chamber of
Conmerce participating with the government agencies. We spent a year or two
hammering out the results and lid 1ike very much to see that implemented t so
that weld have a concrete example that government can take the leadership to
bring the parties together. With respect to geothermal t we've had a number of
efforts to reach some sort of agreement between the developers and the
community people. The process that's taking our time at the present is a
result of some listening to views. We are considering land exchanges and I
think that the issue is no longer whether the project should go forward t but
as Tom and David indicated "how." We have t in fact t today the beginning of
the next session on contested case hearings on geothermal and the first
conflict I had to resolve was whether to be there or here. One other example
I want to ca 11 to your at tent i on has to do with the ne ighborhood boards and
the general planning process. When I was head of the Kailua Neighborhood
Board t the Department of General Planning and DLU would require most of the
developers to come and talk to us before they made their applications. It was
my opinion that that process alleviated many disputes. We had developed in
Kailua t through a series of surveyst an idea of the kind of town we wanted and
we talked with the developers on how to fit their proposals into that
concept. We were sharing our mutual interest in trying to accommodate both
and I think that process ought to be continued.
Dr~·Peter·Adler: David t did you want to add?
Mr~·-{}av·i·d-·Matteson: Vest thank YOU t Peter. I want to go back to
your first question which was "ls there anything unique about Hawaii?" because
I think that's important. I think there are a couple of things that make
Hawaii different from some of these cases that you see on the Mainland.
Hawaii is a small community. We all know each other's business. Every land
use or public policy debate impacts each of us fairly closely. Itls not like
we live in the mid-West where an alternative would be to move the factory or
the proposed project out of the city. We are verYt very sensitive to the
question of regional benefits and local costs. And I think to answer your
question t "Why aren't more people utilizing mediation?" I think it's partly
because we have long memories in Hawaii. People carry around a fair amount of
baggage from one dispute to another and so there is a tremendous amount of
mistrust that needs to be overcome. Where does that mistrust come from? It
comes from getting bad advice, I think. So 11 m really delighted that there
are so many people t not just saying negotiation or mediation is a panacea for
you t but helping people. As Tom Dinell mentioned earlier t one of the needs is
for people to understand better their own disputes or their own role in
various issues so. that they can make more intelligent decisions t so that the
right information does get communicated. Because you could have the best
information in the world and unless somebody is ready to hear itt you're never
going to get through to them.
Dr~·Peter·Adler: Mr. Kono t did you want to add something?
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Mr~' 'Hi-deto .Kono: Yes. Somebody said that you really don't have
mediation wlthout conflict. I think this panel is too mild. We ought to have
a little bit of conflict. From the government perspective, you see the
developers often are so used to making decisions from the top that it is
difficult for them to consider all aspects of their development. Oftentimes,
however, the environmentalists need some kind of education because the answers
are somewhat confused. But often times I see that leaders of the
environmentalists have some hidden agenda or they represent that they are
heads of the group in showing the short term without really looking at the
balance of what is in the general good. Often times, as you know, the leaders
of the environmental group begin to build a constituency and pretty soon you
see them all running for office. Often times, faced with this problem, and as
you know the government fellows are short-time fellows or sometimes they have
kids and have mortgages on their houses and so they are afraid to make
decisions. It's very important that government administrators in the
conflicts not delay these things but make a decision and face up to it. For
this we need good administrators. We need to educate and train our
bureaucrats to make decisions in a timely fashion. I hope this provokes some
controversy.
Dr.··Peter··Adler: Let me ask a question to Mr. St. John and
Mr. Henderson. Let's say that you were facing a situation on the siting of a
facility and you were predicting there was going to be community opposition to
it. What would you do; how would you go about finding a mediator; how would
you beginto in it i ate that process? If you dec i ded that you rea11 y did want
some outside assistance with the negotiation process, how would you do it?
Mr.' 'George' ·St~· ·John: 11 m not always sure that we would want
necessarily to start with med; ation. In fact, with H-Power for instance, we
did start with the neighborhood board and you may find this quite surprising.
H-Power was endorsed by the Waipahu Community Association. That was rather
shocking to many people, given the end results. That endorsement was
subsequently withdrawn and the whole process was turned around. I appeared on
several radio programs and met in more coffee meetings that I can possibly
keep count of, but nevertheless, the result that came out was negative for the
project at that site. So I think Mr. Kono has made a very valid point.
Communication is not always the answer and mediation is not always possible.
The situation exists, sometimes, where people just plain don't want a
facility. Its merits are not the issue. The facility from their perspective
will not be here and a clever person, an intelligent person can in our society
stop a project. You need no greater proof. In our communf'fY: the moving of
H-Power cost all of you who live here at least a hundred dollars each for it
to be located in its new site. That's the capital cost. The operating cost
is even higher. So the citizen does have tremendous power, tremendous
capabil it i es.
We were supported by the City, we were supported by many of the
leaders in our community who all felt that there was tremendous synergism by
having the sugar mill and the project together. Yet a relatively small group
of people, who for the most part I believe were very sincere in their beliefs,
were frightened of this project and by combining their efforts, they were able
to stop it. I don't know if mediation would have helped. It might have. I'm
sure that better communication can always do a better job. But it wasn't due
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to 1ack of effort on the part on the City, on the part of private industry
that was involved, or on the part of the community in trying to understand in
this case what the project was. I think there was just a legitimate
difference of opinion as to what was right and what was wrong, and the
citizens of Waipahu in this case got what they wanted, they got the project
moved.
Dr~ - -Peter- -Adler: Thank you. Let me ask a very different kind of
question to Ken and JoAnn. Both of you are lawyers. Do you have any sense
that an attorney working on either side of land use and energy siting issues
might be inherently distrustful of proposals to mediate or negotiate? Thatls
the first question. And the second one is, do lawyers sometimes get in the
way of negotiation and settlement discussions?
Mr~-Kenneth--I(upchak: I think it has more to do with personalities
than the profession. I know 11 m involved mostly, not because 11 m a lawyer but
because I have a chemistry degree, a meteorology degree. I was a practicing
meteorologist for several years and 11 m an amateur botanist and geologist and
I have a lot of knowledge on Hawaiian history which interrelates with all of
that. These issues come up in almost every case and that's why I've been
involved them. With respect to whether the lawyers help or donlt help; some
do and -some don't. I sensed in some of the proceedings live been involved
with, a hesitancy on the part of the opposition to deal with me on some cases
and not on others. And the ones where I sensed the hes itancy, I felt that
there was an attempt to gain an advantage over the client who was not as
sophisticated in the matters that were before them. But in some of the other
cases there were personalities involved and that would have occurred no matter
whether I'd been a lawyer or not. Therels a fear of a lawyer because he knows
the system. Many times a vo 1unteer from the community has no idea what I s
going on in the system and they need some assistance. If they are left to
their own, they can be taken advantage of, in some cases. Over the years,
we've developed a pretty sophisticated public interest group so they don't
always need the lawyers any more.
Dr~-Peter-Adler: JoAnn, do you want to add anything?
Mrs-.- -JoAnn-Yukimura: Yes, I don't think lawyers as a group get in
the way of ••• or, let me say, would be afraid of negotiations or mediation. It
seems to me itls a normal part of their daily routine and that it would be
something they would feel at home with. In terms of whether they interfere, I
think it is more a personality issue in terms of resolving disputes.
Dr~-Peter-Adler: Any other thoughts? John?
Dr~·· John- ·Knox: Let me go back a moment to the question why
mediation is not turned to as much as it should. David pointed out that most
of the successful documented mediation cases have involved government and
quite often are, in fact, between various government agencies. Tom Dinell
ta1ked about the fact th at a we ll-organ i zed commun i ty is more eas ily dealt
with than a loosely organized community. Many of our disputes in Hawaii have
been between a private developer and community groups. And many of them have
involved anxiety on the part of an entire community. I think the Waipahu
situation was an excellent example of an initial group of people taking a
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position, but they couldn't speak for everybody in the community. And that
is the nature of those types of disputes. It's very hard to get all the
stake-holders at the table or some elected representative of all of them to be
there. In those kinds of "not in my back yard" or similar concerns, we have
to come up with some kind of validation procedure. We don't have it yet. We
don't have a way of bringing the Waipahu Neighborhood Board together and
working out an agreement with them, but then making sure of taking it to all
of Waipahu and getting all of Waipahu to sign off on it. There are some
possible avenues to explore, surveys, etc., but I think that's an avenue for
research on the part of universities.
Dr~"Peter'Adler: At this point, I'd like to switch gears just a
bit. I'd like to invlte David OIConnor and Tom Dinell to come up and join us
in the panel. And I want to throw the floor open for ideas that you'd like to
express or questions either to individual people or to the panel as a whole.
There's a mi crophone in the center there and feel free to step up or if you
have a loud booming voice you can just stand up.
Mr~"Hi'deto'Kono: You mentioned lawyers and certainly that should
not go by wlthout corrment. I like lawyers individually but we have too many
of them. And the only way they can really survive is to increase their work
load and that means they are going to have a lot of paperwork generated, a lot
of controversy. The tendency and the training of lawyers is to· take either
the positive or negative. And when they take the negative, they push the
negative to the hilt and the positive fellows, the complainers or the
defendants and the plaintiffs, all take very extreme positions. And so they
favor also a contested case, in which a lot of people are allowed to voice
their opinion, but in a structured way. When you have a structured method,
you have a pre-hearing conference, you have the interrogatories that pi le up
into tons and tons of paper. This is expensive for the citizens who are the.
taxpayers. But, you know, this is a system we 1ive by. If we can avoid too
much of that legalistic approach to the solution of our problems, I think
we're that much ahead.
Dr~"Peter'Adler: I believe this gentleman has a question or a
corrment.
Conment: I'm from one of the neighborhood boards. I'm a planning
chairman and in planning I read a lot of material that comes across my desk,
but it's long and involved. Sometimes I think it should be written in a clear
text, say for about a tenth-grade level, because we do have to go out in the
community to explain it to the people and to get their interest. Because the
worst thing is to have a board meeting and have nobody come. Then, you don't
know peoples' concerns and have to run a survey which is expensive and
time-consuming.
Dr~' 'Peter"Adler: So are you saying that many discussions are
conducted in such abstract terms people don't understand what's going on?
Conment: lid say a lot of what is written is written probably for
someone wlth a graduate degree in law or for planners with masters degrees.
If these plans could be written down to a level for the people that they are
going to impact it would be better. Also planning seems to take a lot of
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Does anyone want to respond to that ••• any
money and it almost seems as if research fi rms make money from it. It seems
to be a long and involved process which adds to the cost, in addition to
delays with the environmental groups fighting and other community groups
fighting specific areas.
Dr ~ .. Peter . Ad·l er:
additional thoughts?
Panel'Member: He makes a very good point and I think this gets back
to the question that was asked. How do you chose a mediator or do you really
choose a mediator? One of the things that I've had brought up to me from some
of the people that we have talked to, they are in a conflict situation in the
first pl ace because of mistrust. And if you get somebody in as a mediator,
somebody who is part of the negot i at i on process th at doesn I t really have
rapport with the people that you are trying to talk to, it's bad. The people
I've talked to, by and large, I think they're sincere, they want to understand
the situation. I think the worst thing that can happen is to have a situation
come up so that out of that negotiation process, out of the process we go
through to try to give information to the people who are truly expressing
concerns, is to have this mistrust. A mediator needs first of all to be
someone who is willing to really see what the local situation is, what the
true concerns are, and then to respond to it in a way that that particular
group or that particular neighborhood can understand. It should be put on the
level that doesn't take a PhD to understand what's written or doesn't take a
lawyer to interpret it. It needs to be put into that kind of framework and I
think the selection of the person you're having to do this is extremely
important.
Dr~'Peter'Adler: John Whalen, a comment?
Mr'.' ·John 'Whalen: I'd like to add something. I think one is that
neighborhood boards and other community organizations are voluntary
organizations and not only is it a matter of having the material in
understandab1e form but there's so much materi a1 that goes to each of the
nei ghborhood boards it is diffi cu 1t even if you're able to understand it, to
absorb it all. One of the things that I feel public notices help to do is to
sort out at least what is percolating and maybe to identify the kinds of
things you really want to know more about. I don't think that anything can
really substitute for a meeting with people who are proposing projects in the
area and having a question and answer period. We encourage all applicants
where we think there may be some major issues to approach the community
organization or neighborhood board and make a presentation and be available
for questions and answers. I think that's a much more effective way than
trying to read all the material that comes through.
Mr~ 'Kenneth'Kupchak: On the same point, I had written an article in
the Hawail 'Archltect magazine a number of years ago on the IIRole of
Nei ghborhood Boards in the Pl anning Process, II and I went through a lot of
these steps wh i ch you may 1ike to take a look at. In the Wi ndward side we
also had the benefit of having something called the Windward Regional Council,
wh i ch is a non-profit corporat ion. It was set up and it hi red a planner who
was available to answer questions and educate the community leaders. When the
neighborhood boards came on line, we closed down the Windward Regional Council
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in hopes that at some point the neighborhood boards would be given some sort
of planning staff, not to make decisions for them but to educate them. That
part of the process has never come on line to my satisfaction. I know during
the Development Plan process the city put a lot of effort in educating the
neighborhood boards but after those people left, the new group that was coming
on didn't have the education. I think we need to have some sort of planner
available to the community groups to educate them.
Mr ~ - D-av-i d- -Matteson: I apprec i ate your po i nt about the ne i ghborhood
boards' position in trying to disseminate information and collect
information. The neighborhood boards, at least on Oahu, have really become
the interface between government and cOl1111unities and in many cases between
developers and communities. In the Development Plan process, in the amendment
process, and even in the permitting process, there are numerous opportunities
where there are requ i rements for an exchange of ideas or at 1east "pub1i c
input. II I want to stress, negotiation is not something you apply at all
po i nts along the deve 1opment of an idea from the concept all the way to the
final finished project. But there are facilitative behaviors, if you will,
techniques that a mediator uses to facilitate -improved communication that
neighborhood boards could use. There are-better ways to run meetings than the
"you've got three minutes to say your piece" public hearing approach. There
are better ways to make people feel that they've been heard. I think Ken
raised that point earlier. Sometimes people get involved in a dispute simply
because they didn't feel heard. So I think there are a number of things that
we could do to improve the existing system, to allow the communications to be
more effective as well as, perhaps, put in mediation in a place where the
dispute is right. David, I know you've had some experience with sitting
outside permitting offices in Massachusetts looking for work, but perhaps you
could comment on this.
Mr~ - David- OJ-Connor: One place that we could put a mediation clause
would be oetween the 1ssuance of a permit, perhaps between the issuance of the
permit and the Zoni ng Board of Appeals or before the contested case hearing.
This has been suggested to the Legislature.
Panel- -Member: I would 1ike to concur with much of what is being
said. I think there is no substitute for opportunities for developers and
communities to talk informally with each other before they get into the formal
process. There is so much about the formal process that is geared to provide
a solid case in the event there is future litigation. The influence of that
potential prospect reverberates throughout the whole formal system so that
anything that can be done to provide for informal discussions without a
mediator and over coffee and in any fashion is going to do a great deal to
help. Secondly, I think there is, as Dr. Knox suggested, some really creative
thought that can be given to the way formal proceedings, administrative and
others, can be expanded or adjusted to include opportunities for settlement
conferences, early discussions, and meetings between parties to discuss things
before they get highly formalized. I think there is great opportunity for
this kind of thing and very little yet done. In many ways the whole mediation
movement may be a response to an over-developed formalism in our
decision-making process and I think ultimately it is the process itself that
has to be adjusted, modified and expanded to offer more informal exchange. It
really is gOlng to be the answer to a lot of these problems.
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Or~ . Peter· . Adler: So you are saying then that mediation or
negotiation or structured forms of negotiation ought to be mandated? We ought
to look for areas in the government processing where these things should be
mandatory?
Pane 1· Member: I think II mandatory" is the wrong way to think about
it because it seems to me it ignores the truism that has been emerging that
each dispute requires a certain degree of tailoring of the discussions and the
process that it uses. So I think that making any particular thing mandatory
runs the risk of becoming as formalized and almost legalistic as some of the
systems we now have. Creating opportunities where people of good will can
have a discussion that they might find awkward to initiate themselves on a
voluntary basis, would be a vast improvement over what we now have and a great
help.
Mr~· Kenneth· Kupchai<: I want to bring to your attention a situation
with geotherma' and the , ack of any organ i zed method of deal i ng with our
disputes there. Several times during the process, I had requested settlement
conferences. It was something I was familiar with in the court system,
Judge Pence happens to be one of the past masters in settl ement conference
work. But the Land Board felt that it was not empowered to conduct such
conferences; therefore, it was left to the developer and our clients to try to
find their own way. As early as last spring, (Peter is well aware of this) I
was pleading for an opportunity to sit down at the table, any table, any
shape, with the people on the other side of the dispute so we could share our
mutual interest and see if it could be resolved. We went five or six months
without anybody even meeting. Finally, contested case hearings were coming up
this fall and about three weeks ahead of time we got together. We almost
solved it. We solved every piece of it except for one issue. My own feeling
is, had we started earlier weld probably would have solved all of our disputes
on the geothermal issue. Because we were unable to resolve that one issue, we
had to start preparing for the next contested case hearings which diverted our
attention from resolution to advocacy. Now that welre starting into another
round of those kinds of things it looks to me as if the end result is going to
come out very close to where Campbe 11 and ourse1ves were in September around
the table. But we had no formal procedure. We could not involve the
landlord. They didn't want to take the position that Judge Pence would take,
where he sits everybody down ••. he takes one out, brings another back in and
hoomalimali and lomilomi and whatever else you want to do •.. we needed that. I
think we could have resolved it two years ago, perhaps, had we had some
mechanism to do that.
Dr~·Peter·Adler: Yes, a question here?
Conment: What form of negotiation would be most practicable where
there is obvious collusion between government and the developer of a project?
Or~·Peter·Adler: Does someone wants to respond to that?
Panel· Member: I have to be careful in my answer to this because in
a sense the quest i on is framed in such a way as to i nv ite the respondent to
condone collusion. The question was IIWhat type of negotiation would be
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advisable in a situation where there is some degree of collusion between
government and the proponent of a project?1I
Let me come at that in another way, which is to say I think it's
absolutely essential for anyone in that situation faced with what they
perceive and even if at this point it's only a perception, it's an
allegation. We don't know for sure that there's something like that going
on. It would be very important for anyone who would consider negotiation in
that situation to insist that the first round of negotiations be on the
process itself rather than on any substantive issue; that is, it would be a
mistake to go immediately to the particulars of the issue of the case involved
without first raising questions about the authorization, the representation,
the coalitions that are going to be involved and in effect raise that up for
discussion, examination and negotiation first.
Dr~'Peter'Adler: Question here.
Speaker' from ·the· Aud'ience: Yes, my name is Brian Takeda. I'm at
the Department of Urban and Regional Planning at the University of Hawaii. My
question is addressed to a specific instance where negotiation is or is not
appropriate. Specifically in H-Power, for those of you who have worked with
that, why did you feel that H-Power was not amenable to negotiation techniques?
Dr~'Peter'Adler: Mr. St. John, do you want to address that?
Mr~' George' St.' ·John: I think you're referring to my remark earlier
that perhaps it wasn't something that could be negotiated. My understanding
of the community's position was that none of the proposals that were put forth
to modify the plan was acceptable, that the simple location of the plant in
any form whatsoever in that community was unacceptable. My perception of
their position was, it was not negotiable. Finally, I took them at their
word. So in that case I believe it was an issue that was described earlier;
it was not something that you could modify. You couldn't paint it blue or
paint it green. There was no room for compromise. In the process of trying
to locate the facility in Waipahu, several modifications to the plant were put
forward. In one, the power plant and the processing facility were located
separately. In another, modifications were made in the routing. Those types
of proposals were put forward. But I do believe there is a situation where a
legitimate difference of opinion as to what should or shouldn't be, can arise
and the plant is either going to exist or it's not. And in that case, I
believe these people genuinely believed that that it was just the wrong
location for a facility of that type in any form. We were quite willing to
negotiate and modify but I don't believe there was any modification that the
citizens in this case were willing to accept.
Dr~' Peter' Adler: Thank you. Dr. Matteson, I noticed that you were
shaking your head at the same time and I wondered if you had any comments?
Mr~' 'Oavid' Mattes-on: No, I was going to ask a question on the
H-Power one. What would have happened if really early in the process you had
begun a kind of joint fact finding with Waipahu Community Association and
other representatives in that area, whereby it wasn't you who would be coming
in and saying that there would be fewer trucks in the area, but that jointly
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you had together discovered that there would be fewer trucks coming into
Waipahu with H-Power. That is an example. What would have happened if two or
three years before Waipahu was announced as the site, if there been that kind
of joint exploration of the consequences and impacts of H-Power?
• Mr·.··Geor·ge··St .. ·John: Well, I still believe in the tooth fairy, so
perhaps it would've worked. The facts in this case were that the project was
put out to bid by the City and County of Honolulu. Each of the proposers was
free to suggest the site at which his proposal would be located. In fact, we
bid both Campbell Industrial Park and Waipahu and I believe there was also
another bid located at the site of the existing incinerator. So in this
particular case, the site was located primarily although not exclusively on
economic considerations. The site's actual location was not known until
after the bids were in because of the necessary purchasing procedures. That
is, perhaps, an unfortunate set of circumstances, but the City is required to
go through a purchasing procedure. In that case, I think the City was wise in
trying not to pre-engi neer the fac il ity because they recogni zed they 1acked
the expertise. This purchasing procedure is not unusual; it is used in many
cases where a very complex system is being purchased. But I believe your
point is well taken in that if the people in all three communities, were
polled and they discovered that yes, overall it would be an improvement, that
the technique might have worked. Certainly the one that was employed was not
successful. So there's always a better way to do things and I think this is
where this new profession comes in, although I don't want to substitute
mediators for attorneys. I tend to agree with Mr. Kono, though, in thinking
that the legal profession does have to examine their own house to a certain
extent and I donlt advocate that we substitute one additional step for
another. But perhaps doing something like this in advance is the way to do
it. I certainly donlt want to sound negative, but am trying to be realistic.
I don't think three years prior to the controversy, anyone was sure that
H-Power would ever become a reality; the legislation permitting it wasn't in
place. But, nevertheless, I believe that you can do more. In fact one of the
very first things I put down in the notes I was taking today is, "more
information sooner." I think that is the message that I learned and I think
perhaps the involvement of more professionalism and more professionals being
involved would have helped.
Dr~"Peter'Adler: We have time for two last, very fast comments.
11 m going to let Mr. kono go first and then David Matteson.
Mr~' Hideto' Kono: We've been talking about past conflicts. I'd like
to bring ,t home to my commission, the Public Utilities Commission, and
discuss what is anticipated for a conflict in the future. Especially since I
have your energy experts and energy people here. As you know, the State has a
policy of promoting alternate energy. Right now any producer of electricity
would be given the avoided cost pricing. But often, especially as the oil
prices are going down, the new facility that uses natural energy may not be
economically justified. We know very well that down the line, maybe in 1990,
maybe in the year 2000 or beyond, oil prices are likely to go up. So at this
moment where facilities like the H-Power which will be generating 50 megawatts
of power are concerned, the question is would the community be willing to pay
a slightly higher electricity cost right now so that we will have the plant in
place when we need a producing unit that will not use expensive Middle East
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and other oil? For example, if the avoided cost now is 6-1/2 cents and there
is a request for 7 cents, that means half a cent increase per kilowatt. A
family using 600 kilowatts a month will be paying $3.00 more and in a year
that amounts to $36.00. The quest ion is, wi 11 members of the cOl1111unity and
their leaders be coming forward to say "Why should we pay $3.00 more a
month?" Would we be able to have people understand the broad picture, the
need for each one of us sacrifice slightly now so that down the line we and
our children or grandchildren will have the facility there, to not have to pay
for expensive electricity? I don't know how it's going to turn out. But I'd
like to see a resolution of this with the acceptance of a cOl1111unity. Where
the mediators come in, I'm not so sure. But if we make a decision which is
not to the liking of the minority or a dissenting group, it will go to court
and it will take years and years for resolution. Meanwhile, the plant just
s its there or wi 11 never have a chance to materi ali ze. I just want to pose
this as one of the future problems that we face.
Dr~-Peter-Adler: David, last cOl1111ent.
Mr .. - O-av-id- -Matteson: I had the feeling part of the comment was
directed at me. Iill make it short and just highlight two reasons why I think
the H-Power thing would have had difficulty being mediated. By the time it
became a real major public issue, people were so entrenched, as you were
saying, that it was non-negotiable. Partly because a consistent pattern for
dec is i on-mak i ng in our community is "Let' s make sure it I S economi ca11y vi ab1e
first, then choose the site based on economics and then let's ask the
community how they feel about that. II Those do not have to happen in a linear
fashion but because bids went out for several sites, the site was selected for
economic reasons and then we went to the community. Those two events could
have happened simultaneously. There is a siting law in Massachusetts which
says that communities can participate in site selection on their own basis and
that their input can be put into the economic decision. But I think the
moment the City said, "We are picking Waipahu as the site. How do you feel
about that?" people were automatically put on the defensive. My other point
would be that I think itls difficult to have an open, honest, unconfused,
uncluttered conversation in an election year.
Dr~ - Peter- -Adler: My job right now is to bring this to a close and
get all of us to lunch. There's a saying from Ambrose Bierce in The-DevilJs
Dictionary which was written in the 1850' s. He said that 1itigation is a
machine in which you go in as a pig and you come out as a sausage. I asked a
1aw clerk in Professor Barka i 's 1aw class the other day about what mi ght the
goals be of the alternative dispute resolution. One of the students said the
goal is for the pig to go in and come out as a pig. So with that, why don't
we adjourn •.•we'll take ten minutes and then have some lunch and then listen
to Chief Justice Lum. Thank you.
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THE DISCIPLINE OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION
The Honorable Herman T.F. Lum
Chief Justice
State of Hawa i i
Let me begin by congratulating and thanking you for your interest in
examlnlng the discipline of conflict resolution. I feel strongly that this is
an idea whose time has come. Indeed the time has never been more ripe, more
appropriate for looking for new ways to approach the age-old problem of
settling disputes to the satisfaction of all concerned parties. That itself
is a critical concept: the satisfaction of all parties. We all know that the
resolution of disputes does not always lead to satisfaction for everyone
involved.
It is clear that methods of conflict resolution, in their many
forms, fall into two categories: adversarial and consensual. The adversarial
path seldom yields satisfaction when the parties have literally fought it out
to the end result of one winner and one loser, or, one winner and several
losers, when there happen to be more than two parties involved. The
consensual path, on the other hand, leads to the potential satisfaction of all
the parties, especially because this method encourages the search for as many
"winners" as possible.
Let me give you examples of these two scenarios. The first is the
typical adversarial resolution, which mayor may not bring about satisfactory
results.
McBryde- -v~ - -Robi'nson -- the so-called water rights case -- has
languished in our courts for nearly 25 years, forcing one of the lawyers to
qu ip: .. I I ve spent a 1ifet i me on that case." After 25 years, the case has not
become final because it now is pending before the U.S. Supreme Court. Even
after its legal finality, the proposed water code, if enacted, will result in
other litigation.
After eight years, the Ninth Circuit put a stop to H-3. The result
may have been satisfactory to the opponents but hardly satisfactory to the
government in view of the enormous economic and other costs.
Nuko1iii is another example. It took six years to wi nd its way
through the courts and eventually to a conclusion.
Hu-i- . Al-a-loa- . V-.- - Planning- -Corrmission has again made news. Those
opposing the construcilon of a new hotel on Molokai have filed yet another
appeal, after the Hawaii Supreme Court had sent the case back to the Planning
Corrmission for a rehearing. The first litigation took all of five years. In
other land use permit cases we have heard, the time frame to bring litigation
to a final decision by the Supreme Court has generally run between four and
fi ve years.
Now consider the other scenario. Under Supreme Court rule, the
court may order a prehearing conference before argument.
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In one case, involving construction of a waste disposal plant, I
acted on behalf of the court as the presiding justice. During the conference,
I learned that people in the subdivision below the plant were concerned about
their own safety, and the safety of their water table, in case of leakage.
The parties were distrustful of each other and had little communication. I
sat as mediator and "forced" the exchange of information, which eventually
resulted in a satisfactory settlement to all parties.
In one scenario, you had waste in terms of time, energy and economic
resource. In the other, you avoided such waste, although admittedly
settlement could have been reached at a far earl ier date, but purportedly
satisfaction was reached by all sides.
I have a special interest in the study of conflict resolution, not
simply because I am administratively in charge of the primary institution of
conflict resolution in the State but because the courts and those who interact
with them have a tremendous stake in the exploration of alternatives to
litigation for the resolution of disputes.
Today, the courts are flooded with civil litigation, and more and
more the courts themselves complain of being unprepared and inadequate to deal
with such an unmanageable workload. Even if nothing can be done to solve the
peculiarly American problem of increasing contentiousness, then at least
alternatives can be sought to handle this situation of reliance upon the
courts for resolving disputes. At the same time, resolution of disputes must
be geared toward the satisfaction of all participating parties. I believe
that this goal has lost some potency as the litigation explosion has gained
strength.
In recent times our society has come to believe that lawyers, like.
doctors, are professionals whom we can trust to "make everything right" for
us. Consequently, litigation is seen as a "cure-all" for many social
problems. Let me repeat: I believe that the future of dispute resolution
lies with finding and implementing alternative' forums to help resolve some of
the disputes we are now dealing with in the courts, as well as some that have
not yet been invented. And I do believe we are well on our way to finding
those alternatives and institutionalizing them.
This morning you have discussed disputes and various pathways to
resolution. Recently, the Judiciary has also been working to find
alternatives to litigation that will result in greater efficiency within the
courts and greater satisfaction for the disputants. Let me briefly outline
some of the efforts to develop and implement these alternatives within the
Hawaii Judicial System.
Case backlog and trial delay are twin monsters that have plagued the
Hawaii Judiciary for several years. Indeed, they are probably the most
significant problems faced by our judicial system. Over the past three years
it has been my number one priority to cut into backlog and delay, allowing the
court calendars to become current, hence more efficient. One of the methods
we have used to achieve this is a master calendaring system, employed by the
First Circuit Court. The First Circuit encompasses metropolitan Honolulu and
bears about 80 percent of the State's caseload. The system is intended to cut
into our backlog, reducing the time lapsed between filing and disposition.
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Master calendaring is managed by two administrative judges, Judges
Chun and Chang, who respectively head the Civil and Criminal Divisions.
Instead of controlling their own individual calendars -- a system which in the
past sometimes resulted in unavoidable delays -- trial judges now report the
completion of each case to the administrative judge; the administrative judge
then immediately assigns a new case for hearing, and no time is lost.
Additionally, the calendar has been augmented by other available resources,
such as simplified forms and other streamlined case management procedures.
It is important to keep in mind that these efforts are the direct
result of what I believe is an unnecessarily heavy case10ad. Total case
fil ings in Hawai i today stand at a figure in excess of 60,000. It is also a
fact that fully 90 percent of the civil cases fi led are settled before they
ever go to tri a1. If th isis so, why not make every effort to keep them from
getting on a track that will lead to their cluttering up the docket at all?
This is why I think it is so important to involve the courts in Alternative
Dispute Resolution (ADR) which is what we have endeavored to do.
Over the past four years, the Judiciary has supported ADR by
encouraging development of neighborhood mediation centers and by pioneering
the use of mediators for many types of family disputes. In February of last
year, I conmitted the Judiciary to a far stronger role in this area by
establishing a Judiciary Program on Alternative Dispute Resolution. With
grant support from the National Institute for Dispute Resolution (NIDR),
Hawaii became one of five States in the country to launch a more comprehensive
and State-level coordinating initiative aimed at broadening the acceptance of
mediation and arbitration. Our program, which will continue into the next
year, has three general objectives:
(1) To gather and disseminate up-to-date information on alternative
dispute resolution methods;
(2) To explore, test and evaluate new uses for mediation and
arbitration; and
(3) To help institutionalize the use of these methods in the
courthouse, in our corporations, and in the community at large.
Additionally, the Judiciary has introduced or intends to introduce
other projects in the field of ADR which will have some potentially
far-reaching effects. The first of these projects -- in fact, officially
launched just last week -- is a "court arbitration" program that will require
parties in certain types of civil cases to use arbitrators. Briefly stated,
this effort will involve four important features:
-- An early and mandatory arbitration for certain types of civil
cases below a particular dollar threshold;
The use of experienced and ski lled attorneys as court-appointed
arbitrators;
The right of either side to appeal an award and receive a trial
De-Novo; and
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-- Certain disincentives that the court may impose for not doing
better than the arbitration award at trial.
Sixteen State and Federal jurisdictions are currently experimenting
or using this type of arbitration; Hawaii is the seventeenth. Hawaii may well
become the first jurisdiction in the country to use such a process on a
statewide basis. The basic purpose of this program, of course, is to provide
a fair, just and satisfying procedure that expedites lower value cases to
earlier resolution. To accomplish this, over 250 arbitrators have been
appointed to arbitrate personal injury cases with a probable award value of
$50,000 or less. Very quickly we expect to expand arbitration to many other
types of civil matters.
The Judiciary also plans to establish a set of suggested standards
and guidelines for persons serving as mediators in the State of Hawaii. Also,
there is yet another app1icat i on of ADR that will be tak i ng place at the
courts in the near future. The Judiciary's program on ADR has been conducting
background research on the civil settlement process in Hawaii. Since
negotiated settlement is a common phenomenon, and comparatively few cases
actually go to trial, judges often play an important mediative role in
settlement conferences routinely scheduled a month before trial. To enhance
this activity, I will be establishing a training course on "Judicial
Mediation" to be offered to Hawaii's civil judges this spring.
All of these projects are geared toward a concept which has been
referred to as the "multi-door courthouse." This concept stems from an
understanding that parties to disputes can no longer be forced, by lawyers or
judges, to solve those disputes using only the traditional method of
adjudication. People and institutions involved in disputes want and need
alternatives that allow them the optimal advantages and benefits in
resolution. In short, because a "win-win strategy" of negotiation is believed
to be more beneficial to all disputing parties than the "win-lose" strategy of
adjudication, attorneys and the courts must learn to become less adversaria1
in their work, and more consensual. This carries over, I believe, to social
disputes of many kinds, including environmental, land use and energy siting,
which you have discussed today. All of you are aware of just how important
these matters truly are. Often they involve major value choices that we must
make now and that will unquest ionab 1y affect future, yet-to-be-born
generations. Sometimes the outcomes of these disputes are irrevocable. It is
hard to "unbuild" a building once it has been bui It. Once an endangered
species is gone, we cannot recreate it.
Let me say that the court is not always in the best position to
solve these problems. In general, the problem stems from ambiguities in the
statutes, ambiguities purportedly caused because (1) the policy makers
purposely created such ambiguities, generally stemming from their refusal to
make hard political decisions; (2) the inherent ambiguous nature of the
English language, hence the inability to state precisely what is intended; and
(3) of lactJnae, where the statutes fail to address the problem in question.
There is a vacuum in the statute. The problem is not covered by statute since
it is difficult to foresee all of the problems.
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Ambiguities force the courts to interpret the statute -- to
determine the intent of the policy makers -- and, quite frankly, the courts
are generally not in the best position to make policy decisions, as are often
required •. It is simply because the courts lack sufficient information to do
so, which is the result of their inabil ity to conduct publ ic hearings to
gather the facts. The result can lead to what lawyers label as IIbad case
makes bad 1aws. II
Obviously, no single dispute resolution agency in our society is
capable of settling all such matters all the time. Disputes over developments
like the H-3 Freeway, Nukoli'i or geothermal energy on the Big Island involve
important social issues. We have all witnessed how the opposing sides in
these disputes -- and sometimes there are many more than two of them -- have
pressed their issues in different arenas simultaneously. Thus, we often see
energy and land use conflicts II c irculating ll through the courts, through the
Legislature and through administrative agencies simultaneously, defying the
ability of anyone agency to resolve them.
American society in general -- and our Island society in particular
-- must find better ways of tackling these issues. Perhaps the challenge now
is to begin thinking together and to try to invent new methods that save time,
save money and that allow all of us a chance to win. Regardless of which side
we might represent in a given land use or energy dispute, I suspect we all
share a belief that the adversarial decision-making mechanisms now available
to us are an insufficient set of options for conflict resolution. Perhaps we
also need to re-think our more fundamental ideas about what public policy and
facility-siting conflicts are all about. Conflicts, after all, can create
opportunities for individuals and groups to come together and clarify their
goals and values. Conflicts offer us opportunities to educate each other
about what is important for the future. Conflicts also present opportunities
for dialogue, for discussion, for negotiation and for cooperative problem
solving.
Let me end by reiterating what I think has been one of this
morning's major themes. We need to find better ways of disagreeing with each
other; that is, to find methods of conflict resolution that don't increase the
social and economic costs already implicit in the disagreements themselves.
We must continue to develop and test the use of mediation and arbitration as
alternatives to adjudication.
The Hawaii Judiciary is committed to this challenge and commends the
efforts that all of you are mak ing in the area. I encourage you to thi nk
together on these matters, to be inventive, and to begin the task at hand:
finding better ways of handling differences of opinion. I believe that
Hawaii's future may very well depend on the success of your leadership.
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REGISTRATION lIST
SEMINAR ON CONFLICT RESOLUTION FOR ENERGY SITING AND LAND USE
Sheraton-Waikiki Hotel, Honolulu, Hawaii February 18, 1986
STATE-GOVERNMENT
ARAKAWA, Milton, Hawaii Community Development Authority, DPED
BARLOW, Robert, Energy Division, DPED
BECK, Andrea, Energy Extension Services Office, DPED
CHANG, Diana, Legislative Auditor's Office
CHING, Anthony, Planning Division, DPED
CHRISTENSEN, Carl, Legislative Aide, Rep. Bill Pfeil
EDMUNDS, Sallie, Dept. of Urban &Regional Planning, University of Hawaii
FUJIMOTO, Howard, Planning Division, DPED
FUJIMOTO, Tatsuo, Land Use Division, OPED
HARRIS, Alfred, Consultant, DPED
HEE, Robert, Planning Division, DPED
HENRY, Edward, Planning Division, DPED
HIGGINS, E. Chipman, HNEI, University of Hawaii
KADOOKA, Kim, Planning Division, DPED
KAMALI'I, Kina'u, State Representative
KANE, Bartholomew, State Librarian
KAWAKAMI, Richard, Energy Division, DPED
KIM, Vickie, Information Office, DPED
KUBACKI, Joseph, Energy Division, DPED
LAPILIO, Joseph, Administrative Assistant, Governor's Office
LEONARD, Jaime, Energy Division, DPED
LESPERANCE, Gerald, Energy Division, DPED
LIM, Michael, Planning Division, DPED
MARCUS, Edgar, Planning Division, DPED
MATSUURA, Richard, State Senator
MERCE, Marian, Legislative Auditor's Office
MERRIAM, Robert, Forestry Division, Dept. of Land &Natural Resources
MOREAU, James, Energy Division, DPED
NISHIDA, Jean, Land Use Division, DPED
NISHIMOTO, Melvin, Hawaii Community Development Authority, DPED
O'BRIEN, Thomas, Energy Division, DPED
PEREZ, Albert, Dept. of Urban &Regional Planning, University of Hawaii
ROGOFF, Edward, Planning &Management Division, Dept. of Budget &Finance
ROSEHILL, Linda, Deputy Director, DPED
SAGATIS, Lois, Energy Division, DPED
SAKAMOTO, Roy, Office of Environmental Quality Control, Dept. of Health
SHON, Carilyn, Energy Division, DPED
SOARES, Buddy, State Senator
TAKAHASHI, Karen, Program on Alternate Dispute Resolution, The Judiciary
TAKEDA, Brian, Dept. of Urban &Regional Planning, University of Hawaii
TASAKA, Craig, Planning Division, DPED
TOM, Clayton, Student, University of Hawaii
TOYAMA, Susan, Planning &Management Division, Department of Budget &Finance
WOODRUFF, James, Hawaii Natural Energy Institute, University of Hawaii
ZAIGER, Maia, Energy Division, DPED
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FEDERAL· GOVERNMENT
HARRISON, John, National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA
SHUPE, John, U.S. Dept. of Energy, Pacific Site Office
COUNTY· GOVERNMENT
BLANCHARD, William, Economic Development Department, County of Kauai
BLYTH, Cheryl, Hawaii County Council
BORNHORST, Marilyn, City and County of Honolulu Council
EVANS, Mary Alice, Honolulu Planning Commission, City and County of Honolulu
KOKUBUN, Russell, Hawaii County Council
MELTON, Richard, City and County of Honolulu, Council Staff
NISHIMURA, Brian, Planning Department, County of Hawaii
PIIANAIA, Ilima, Planning Department, County of Hawaii
SOBIN, Judy, City and County of Honolulu, Council Staff
PRIVATE· INDUSTRY
BEATON, William, TRB Hawaii
BONNET, William, HDWC Program Manager, Hawaiian Electric Company
DAMRON, Ted, Hawaiian Electric Company
DANGLER, Diane &Tim, Dynasoar, Inc.
ERICKSON, Jackie, Hawaiian Electric Company
GRING, Pam, Belt, Collins &Associates
HARRISON, Craig, Goodsill, Anderson, Quinn &Stifell
JOHNSTON, Wallace, Hawaiian Electric Company
KEALA, Samuel, Estate of James Campbell
KRASNICK, George, Parsons Hawaii
LEE, Howard, Gasco, Inc.
LOPEZ, Louis, Hawaiian Dredging and Construction Company
MANSUR, Juliane, Parsons Hawaii
McHALE, Frank, Hawaiian Dredging and Construction Company
MUNGER, Brenner, Hawaiian Electric Company
PATTERSON, Ralph, Thermal Power Company
PECK, James, Hawaiian Electric Company
POLOSKY, Dennis, Citizens Utilities Company, Kauai Electric Division
YOUNG, Peter, Real Estate Works Hawaii, Kailua-Kona
PUBLIC
AMERDING, L., Western Temporary Services, Inc.
BARKAI, John, Student, Law School, University of Hawaii
CHANG, Leland, Neighborhood Justice Center
CHAPMAN, Gordon, Consultant
CHILDERS, Robert, Student
CLINE, Roger, Building Dept., Sioux Falls, South Dakota
DASIELL, Gene
DAVENPORT, Joan, League of Women Voters
DINELL, Christi, Office for Catholic Social Ministry
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PUBLIC (Continued)
DUDAK, Terry, Protection and Advocacy Agency
FREITAS, Bob, Office of Hawaiian Affairs
GASPAR, Margaret
GODFREY, Douglas
HALPERN, Gilbert, Attorney
HERTLEIN, Clara
HOOKANO, Kaleo, 1000 Friends of Kauai
IMUA, Kale, 1000 Friends of Kauai
KAUPU, David, Chaplain's Office, Kamehameha Schools
KELIIPULEOLE, Sydney, Kamehameha Schools
LOPEZ, Lehua
MELLER, Christina
MILLER, Rhoda, League of Women Voters
MUNECHIKA, Maurice, Grove Farm, Inc.
REDDEN, Peter, Dynasoar, Inc.
SCHOTZ, Adeline
SMYSER, Adam, Honolulu Star-Bulletin
VINCENT, Kimo, Kamehameha Schools
WINTERS, William, Ala Moana/Kakaako, Neighborhood Board
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